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A B S T R A C T
In this research, the determination and complexation process between 
3,3’-(2,2’-(4-methyl-phenylenesulfonamido)bis(ethane-2,1-diyl))
bis(1-benzyl-3H-benzo[d]imidazol-1-ium)dibromide with Ni2+, Zn2+, 
Pd2+, Ag+, and Hg2+ cations in the binary mixture of methanol (MeOH) 
and water (H2O) at different temperatures (15, 25, 35 and 45ºC) 
were studied using a conductometric method. The results show that 
the stoichiometry of the complexes in all binary mixed solvents for 
Ni2+, Zn2+, and Pd2+ were 1:1 (M:L), while in other cases 1:2 (M:L) 
and 2:1(M:L). The stability constants (log ) of complex formation have 
been determined by fitting molar conductivity curves using a computer 
program (GENPLOT). The obtained data shows that in the pure methanol 
solvent system, the stability order is Ni2+< Pd2+<Zn2+<Hg2+<Ag+ and 
the complexation process seems more stable in pure methanol in most 
cases. The thermodynamic parameters ),,( οοο

CCC SHG ∆∆∆ were 
determined conductometrically. The complexes in all cases were found 
to be enthalpy destabilized but entropy stabilized. The experimental 
data was tested by using an artificial neural network (ANN) program 
and was in good agreement with the estimated data.
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1. Introduction
In early 1968, Wanzlick and Schönherr pioneered 
scientists that convey N-Heterocyclic carbene 
(NHC) complexation to a gained general acceptance 
among the researchers [1]. This effort was followed 
by Ardueng who found the stable crystalline 
carbene in 1991 [2]. In the meantime, numerous 

studies have been reported with the various 
applications so far. NHCs ligands synthesized 
from benzimidazole and imidazole were founded 
as attractive ligands for complexation due to their 
structure variety and stability [3]. Generally, it is 
more stable than other types of carbenes, such as 
the Fisher and Schrock carbenes [4]. Furthermore, 
these types of ligands can bond to either hard and 
soft transition metal ions or atoms through strong 
chelation [5-9]. Several articles have described 
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the interesting features of NHC ligands and their 
metal complexes in detail, especially on their C-C 
coupling catalysis activities [10-13]. Recently, 
its application as an anticancer activity was also 
reported [14-18]. Several bidentate bis-NHC 
ligands derived from benzimidazole and imidazole 
with a different bridging linker have been reported 
[19-23]. The types of bridging linkers play the 
main role in the coordination of metal complexes. 
Different types of bridging linkers will be offered 
for the different conformations of complexes. This 
is related to the flexibility, length, and size of linkers 
[5]. In addition, different cavity sizes of ligand, 
ionic radii of metal [24], and solvent systems are 
the important factors that can influence the stability 
of complexation formation [25]. 

Fig. 1. 3,3’-(2,2’-(4-methyl-phenylenesulfonamido)
bis(ethane-2,1-diyl))bis(1-benzyl-3H-benzo[d]

imidazol-1-ium)dibromide, (NHCL)

To our certain knowledge, there have been few 
reports of the thermodynamic study of bidentate bis-
NHC ligand complexes with different metal ions. 
This encouraged us to investigate the effects of pure 
and binary solvent mixtures on stability constants 
and thermodynamic parameters of complexes. In 
our study, bidentate bis-NHC ligand connected by 
sulfonamide moiety was designated and synthesized 
by a simple and efficient method [3, 19], namely 
3,3’-(2,2’-(4-methyl-phenylenesulfonamido)
bis(ethane-2,1-diyl))bis(1-benzyl-3H-benzo[d]
imidazol-1-ium)dibromide  (NHCL) (Fig. 1). To 

determine the stability, selectivity and stoichiometry 
of NHCL-Mn+ complexes with different metal 
cations, the conductometric technique was chosen 
[26]. This technique has several advantages 
such as great sensitivity [27], low cost [28] 
as well as simple experimental arrangement 
[29] compared with other techniques such as 
spectrophotometry, calorimetry [30], and NMR 
spectroscopy [31], and potentiometry [32-35]. The 
sensors based on electrochemical methods have 
been used to measure the analyte concentrations 
in water samples. Hence, electroanalytical 
techniques  such as, potentiometry, voltammetry, 
and conductometry have been extensively reported. 
Other techniques such as inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry [36], co-precipitation [37], 
flame atomic absorption spectrometry (F-AAS) 
[38], inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectrometry (ICP-OES) [39], and electrothermal 
atomic absorption spectrometry (ETAAS) [40] 
have also been used for the determination cations 
in water samples after complexation process. Thus, 
this study can contribute to a better understanding 
of ligand character and behavior in coordination 
chemistry, and the solvent effect in its complexation 
process.
 

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals and Instruments
The chemicals and metal ions used, which are 
nickel acetate, zinc acetate, palladium acetate, 
silver acetate, and mercury nitrite were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich (USA) and MERCK 
(Germany). All chemicals were analytical grade 
and used without further purification. Deionized 
distilled water and methanol with HPLC grade 
available from MERCK (Germany) were used 
as a solvent. The conductometric measurements 
were carried out using a digital Thermo Scientific 
conductivity device in a JULABO F12 thermostat 
water bath with a constant temperature maintained 
within ±0.01ºC. A conductometric cell model 
Orion 013005MD with a cell constant of 0.99cm-1 
was used throughout the studies. 
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2.2. Synthesis of the bidentate bis-NHC ligand, 
NHCL
Several steps synthesized NHCL (4) from the 
diol (1) are shown in Figure 2. The synthesis of 
compounds (2) and (3) has been reported previously 
[19]. NHCL (4) was prepared according to the 
modification method designated as follows [3]. 
Benzyl bromide (0.1710 g, 1.0 mmol) was stirred 
in 20 ml of 1,4-dioxane, and then compound (3) 
(0.2296 g, 0.5 mmol) was added to it. The reaction 
mixture was refluxed at 100 ºC for 12 hours and the 
pale yellow precipitated was obtained. The product 
was collected by filtration, washed with fresh 
1,4-dioxane (2×5 mL) and diethyl ether (2×5 mL) 
and dried in vacuo to give a pale yellow powder (4).

2.3. Analysis procedure
These experimental designs were prepared 
according to the altered procedure [41-43] and 
were applied to all metal cations; Ni2+, Zn2+, Pd2+, 
Hg2+, and Ag+. The formation constant of the 
complexes will be obtained by using the procedure 
designated as follow. A solution of the metal ion 

with a  concentration, of 5.0 × 10-5M was prepared 
and fixed in a titration cell. After that, the L with 
concentration 2.5 × 10-3M was added to the titration 
cell using a micropipette. During the reaction, the 
desired temperature was fixed and a magnetic stir has 
been used to form a homogenized condition in the 
titration cell. The conductivity values were measured 
before and after each titration of ligands solution. 
The procedure was repeated for all metal cations in 
the MeOH-H2O binary system (mol MeOH; 0.00, 
9.99, 22.66, 39.73, 63.72 and 100.00%) at different 
temperatures (15, 25, 35 and 45ºC). 

3. Results and discussion
The general reaction for complex formation (1:1) 
can be stated by Equation 1 and the corresponding 
equilibrium constant ( fK ), is given by Equation 2.

++ ↔+ nn NHCLMNHCLM                    (Eq.1)
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Fig. 2 . Synthesized scheme for NHCL (4).
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The equation represents the equilibrium molar 
concentration of the complex ][ +nNHCLM , the 
free cation ][ +nM  , the free ligand ][NHCL
, and the activity coefficients of the species, f . 
Since the dilute condition was used in this work, 
the activity coefficient of the uncharged ligand, 

)( NHCLf  is reasonably assumed to be unity. Dilute 
condition is where the ionic strength is less than 
0.001 M. Based on the Debye-Hückel limiting 
law of electrolytes leads to the conclusion that 

)()( ++ ≅ nn MNHCLM ff . Thus, the above equation can 
be simplified as Equation 3 [44].

]][[
][

NHCLM
NHCLMK n

n

f +

+

=                              (Eq.3)

The specific conductivity (K) in each point of the 
titration process is the value of the combination 
of conductivity of both metal salts, )( +nMK and 
NHCLMn+ complex, )( +nNHCLMK which can be seen 
in the following Equation 4.

)()( ++ += nn NHCLMM KKK                             (Eq.4)

Equations 5, 6 and 7 show the molar conductance 
of metal salt before the addition of NHC ligand, 

)( +Λ nM , molar conductance of NHCLMn+ complex, 

)( +Λ nNHCLM and observed molar conductance 
during titration, ObsΛ .

][
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                                                           (Eq.7)

where the total analytical concentration of the 
metal cations t

nM ][ +  is sum of the concentration 
of metal salts, ][ +nM and NHCLMn+ complex, 

][ +nNHCLM  as shown in Equation 8.

][][][ +++ += nn
t

n NHCLMMM                (Eq.8)

By combining and simplifying the Equations 4, 5, 6 

and 7, the following Equation 9 is obtained.

][][][ )()(
+++
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n
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n
Obs NHCLMMM nn

][][][ )()(
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NHCLM

n
Mt

n
Obs NHCLMMM nn

                                (Eq.9)

Then, the observed molar conductance of the 
solution can be represented as Equation 10 by 
substituting of Equation 3 to Equation 9.

]][[][][ )()( NHCLMKMM n
fNHCLM

n
Mt

n
Obs nn

+++
++ Λ+Λ=Λ

]][[][][ )()( NHCLMKMM n
fNHCLM

n
Mt

n
Obs nn

+++
++ Λ+Λ=Λ

 (Eq.10)

The Equation 11 can be obtained by combining 
Equations 3 and 8.

 
(Eq.11)

Thus, the observed molar conductance of solution 
can be simplified as Equation 12 by substituting 
Equation 11 into Equation 10.
      

 

(Eq.12)

In contrast, the total concentration of NHC ligand, 
tNHCL][  can be described as in Equation 13.

][][][ ++= n
t NHCLMNHCLNHCL   (Eq.13)
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The substitution Equation 3 into Equation 13 will 
gave the following Equation 14.

  (Eq.14)

Then, the combination of Equations 11 and 14 gave 
Equation 15:

(Eq.15)

Rearranging Equation 15 gave Equation 16:

(Eq.16)

With obtaining of ][ +nNHCLM and tNHCL][ , 
the values of other species involved by using the 
appraised amount of the formation constants at the 
current iteration step of the program. Refinement of 
the parameters is continued until the sum-of-squares 
of the residuals between calculated and observed 
values of the conductance for all experimental 
points is minimized. The output of the program 
GENPLOT comprises refined parameters, the sum-
squares and the standard deviation of the data [45]. 
For determination of the stability constants of 
complex formation between the NHC ligand and 
various metal cations, the conductometric method 
has been selected as the best method in numerous 
studies [25, 41, 46]. To study the complexation 
reaction of L with the Ni2+, Zn2+, Pd2+, Hg2+, and 
Ag+ cations, the changes in molar conductivity 
(Ʌm) of the solution were supervised as a function 

of molar ratio )][][( t
n

t MNHCL +  of the 
proposed complex in pure MeOH, pure H2O and 
in MeOH-H2O binary mixtures (mol%) at different 
temperatures (15, 25, 35 and 45ºC). The resulting 
Ʌm versus )][][( t

n
t MNHCL + plots for (A) Ni2+ in 

MeOH-H2O binary system (mol% MeOH=39.73) 
and (B) Ag+ cations in MeOH-H2O binary system 
(mol% MeOH= 9.90) are presented in Figure 3.

Fig.3. Molar conductance-mole ratio titration curves 
of (A) Ni2+ cation in MeOH-H2O binary system (mol% 

MeOH=39.73), (B) Ag+ cation MeOH-H2O binary 
system (mol% MeOH=9.90) with NHCL at different 

temperatures. 

As can be seen in Figure 3 (A), the Ʌm versus 
)][][( t

n
t MNHCL + plots for Ni2+ cation show 

an increase in Ʌm parallel to increase of the ligand 
concentration. This is corresponding to the free 
solvated metal ion is less mobile compared to the 
both ligand and complex. The same cases also 
happened to Zn2+ and Pd2+ slope, respectively. 
The slope for Ni2+, Zn2+, and Pd2+ shows that the 
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stoichiometric for these complexation reactions 
was 1:1 [M:NHCL]. While, from the Ʌm versus

)][][( t
n

t MNHCL +  plots for Ag+ cation, 
Figure 3 (B) observed a slightly decreasing in 
Ʌm with increasing the ligand concentration, 
which indicated that ligand mobility is less than 
free solvated metal cation. However, it shows the 
increment after breaking points. This is indicated 
that the mobility of complexes in MeOH-H2O 
binary mixtures is greater than free solvated cations 
[46]. The Ʌm versus )][][( t

n
t MNHCL + plots for 

Hg2+ also gave the same results as Ag+. It seems 
that in both complex formations, further addition 
of ligand to metal cation solution results in the 
formation of 1:2 [M:NHCL] and 2:1 [M:NHCL] 
complexes. Therefore, the general mechanism for 
all complexation processes may suggest as follows 
(Eq.17-Eq.19):

++ ↔+ nn NHCLMNHCLM          (Eq.17)

++ ↔+ nn MNHCLNHCLNHCLM 2        (Eq.18)

+++ ↔+ nnn NHCLMMNHCLM 2                 (Eq.19)

The formation constant values (log fK ) of 
complexes for all cations were determined 
using a non-linear least-squares curve fitting 
program, GENPLOT from the corresponding Ʌm 
versus )][][( t

n
t MNHCL + plots at different 

temperatures. The obtaining data was summarized 
in Table 1. 
The results in Table 1 show the increase of stability 
constants (log fK ) for NHCLMn+ complexes with 
an increase of temperature in most of the solvent 
systems. This is an indication for an endothermic 
complexation reaction between ligands and metal 
cations in the solution [36]. The obtained data shows 
that in the pure MeOH solvent system the stability 
constant is varying as Ni2+< Pd2+<Zn2+<Hg2+<Ag + 
and in the most cases complexation process seems 
more stable in pure MeOH. The results proved 
that the stability of the resulting complexes was 
influenced by the nature of the solvent system. In 
the reaction mixture solution, the ligand should 

be able to excess metal cations which are solvated 
by solvent molecules to form a complex. Hence, 
dissimilarities in the nature of the solvent system 
may influence in the binding properties of NHCL, 
and subsequently, the stability and selectivity metal 
complexes.

Fig. 4. Stability constant (log fK ) of complexes 
in MeOH-H

2
O binary system (mol% MeOH; 0.00, 

9.99, 22.66, 39.73, 63.72 and 100.00%) at different 
temperature (◊ = 15ºC, □ = 25ºC, ∆ =35ºC, X = 45ºC). 

(A) for Pd2+ cation and (B) for Ag+ cation.

In the most cases, the changes in stability constant 
(log fK ) of the complexes versus the composition 
of the MeOH-H2O binary systems at various 
temperatures are not linear as shown in Figure 4. 
This pattern is probably due to solvent-solvent 
interaction that changed the structure of the 
solvent mixtures and consequently changed the 
solvation properties of the metal ions, ligand and 
the resulting complexes [25, 41]. In other cases, 
the increments of the stability constant value by the 
reducing of mol% of MeOH have been observed. 

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 5-23
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Table 1. log fK value of NHCLMn+ in MeOH-H2O binary mixtures at different temperatures
for the studied metals cations.

Mediuma/ Ni2+
log Kf  ± SDb

15ºC 25ºC 35ºC 45ºC
Pure MeOH 2.50 ± 0.14 2.43 ± 0.10 2.47 ± 0.07 2.48 ± 0.22 
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH 2.49 ± 0.31 2.46 ± 0.31 2.56 ± 0.27 2.40 ± 0.36
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH 2.42 ± 0.19 2.57 ± 0.07 2.51 ± 0.08 2.46 ± 0.08
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH 2.46 ± 0.08 2.55 ± 0.08 2.64 ± 0.07 2.45 ± 0.18
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH 2.35 ± 0.31 2.60 ± 0.10 2.45 ± 0.12 2.85 ± 0.10 
Pure H2O 2.49 ± 0.08 2.56 ± 0.14 2.77 ± 0.08 2.45 ± 0.09
Mediuma/ Zn2+

Pure MeOH 2.55 ± 0.08 2.76 ± 0.08 2.76 ± 0.08 2.75 ± 0.08 
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH 2.43 ± 0.14 2.40 ± 0.15 2.55 ± 0.08 2.56 ± 0.10
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH 2.41 ± 0.16 2.43 ± 0.13 2.43 ± 0.15 2.45 ± 0.12
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH 2.48 ± 0.11 2.42 ± 0.13 2.55 ± 0.07 2.57 ± 0.07 
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH 2.55 ± 0.12 2.64 ± 0.06  2.27 ± 0.32 2.86 ± 0.11
Pure H2O

c c c c

Mediuma/ Pd2+

Pure MeOH 2.46 ± 0.21 2.51 ± 0.39 2.77 ± 0.17 2.58 ± 0.27
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH 2.29 ± 0.31 2.45 ± 0.29 2.52 ± 0.17 2.67 ± 0.19
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH 2.45 ± 0.21 2.83 ± 0.15 2.82 ± 0.13 2.32 ± 0.25
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH 2.86 ± 0.10 2.50 ± 0.10 2.51 ± 0.09 2.45 ± 0.19
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH 2.77 ± 0.08 2.41 ± 0.14 2.57 ± 0.08 2.76 ± 0.07
Pure H2O 2.68 ± 0.17 2.54 ± 0.18 2.57 ± 0.19 2.76 ± 0.20
Mediuma/ Hg2+

Pure MeOH 3.85 ± 0.12 3.86 ± 0.11 3.86 ± 0.12 3.85 ± 0.12 
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH 3.27 ± 0.35 3.42 ± 0.24 3.41 ± 0.25 3.46 ± 0.22
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH 3.45 ± 0.21 3.82 ± 0.26 3.84 ± 0.21 3.84 ± 0.21
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH 3.88 ± 0.12 3.45 ± 0.22 3.44 ± 0.30 3.43 ± 0.31 
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH c c c c

Pure H2O
c c c c 

Mediuma/ Ag+

Pure MeOH 3.46 ± 0.38 3.86 ± 0.20 3.84 ± 0.20 3.47 ± 0.40
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH 3.71 ± 0.19 3.87 ± 0.22 3.78 ± 0.24 3.81 ± 0.23
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH 3.51 ± 0.27 3.79 ± 0.22 3.84 ± 0.20 3.86 ± 0.17
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH 3.85 ± 0.17 3.46 ± 0.32 3.44 ± 0.34 3.86 ± 0.17
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH 3.86 ± 0.23 3.58 ± 0.32 3.86 ± 0.22 3.86 ± 0.22
Pure H2O 3.58 ± 0.29 3.57 ± 0.29 3.57 ± 0.29 3.86 ± 0.22

aComposition of binary mixtures is expressed in mol% for solvent system,
bSD = Standard deviation,
c The data cannot be fitted to the equation in GENPLOT.

Analysis of metals based on bidentate bis-NHC ligand            Nur Rahimah Said and Majid Rezayi et al
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These results can be explained by the Gatmann 
acceptor-donor number effect. In this study binary 
mixture of MeOH-H2O has been used. Pure solvent 
MeOH and H2O have acceptor numbers 41.5 and 
54.8 kcal mol-1, respectively [47]. Therefore, the 
complexation in the solvent with lower acceptor 
ability will increase the stability constant value. 
This is due to the less competition of the ligand 
with the solvent molecules for the metal ions, 
thus increase the stability in the formation of 
complexes.  The effect of a Gatmann donor 
number of solvents and their mixtures in this study 
is negligible because of their approximately equal 
value (DNWater=18 kcal/mol; DNMeOH=19 kcal/mol). 
By ignoring this parameter, the dielectric constant 

of solvents, ɛ, plays another important role in the 
stability constants of complexes. According to 
the previous studies, the interaction between the 
oppositely charged ions in the solvent with low 
dielectric constant (Methanol, ɜ=32.6), in compared 
to water (ɜ=81.7), would be increased and cause to 
form the complexes. In order to better understand 
the complexation proceed discussed, it is useful to 
consider the enthalpy and entropy contribution to 
these reactions. The ο

CH∆  and ο
CS∆  parameters 

were estimated according to the van’t Hoff plots 
that shows the corresponded lnKf- temperature 
data according to the van’t Hoff’s equation.
All the van’t Hoff plots of ln fK versus 1000/T 
for all different metal cations, were constructed 
individually. Several cases were shown in Figure 5.

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 5-23

Fig. 5. Van’t Hoff plot for L-Mn+ with Ni2+ cation in MeOH-H2O binary system (mol% 
MeOH; ◊ = 100, □ = 63.72, ∆ = 39.73, X = 22.66, + = 9.90, ○ = 0.00) at different 

temperature.
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The data demonstrated that these complexations 
process are temperature dependent. The value of 
standard enthalpy ( ο

CH∆ ) for the complexation 
reaction was determined from the slope of the 
van’t Hoff plots based on van’t Hoff’s equation 

(Equation 20). Other thermodynamic parameters, 
the free energy of complex formation ( ο

CG∆ ) and 
the value of the standard entropy ( ο

CS∆ ) were obtained 
from thermodynamic relation Equation 21[39]. The 
calculated results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of thermodynamic parameters values of the NHCLMn+ complexes
in MeOH-H2O binary mixture solvent.

Mediuma /Ni2+

log Kf  ± SDb

ο
CG∆  ± SDb

(kJ.mol-1)

ο
CH∆  ± SDb

(kJ.mol-1)

ο
CS∆  ± SDb

(J.mol-1)

Pure MeOH -13.9 ± 0.5 4.6 ± 1.0 62.1 ± 2.8 
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH -14.04 ± 1.8 -5.6 ± 0.1 28.2 ± 1.9
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH -14.6 ± 0.4 -9.9 ± 0.3 16.0 ± 1.0
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH -14.5 ± 0.4 14.5 ± 0.4 97.3 ± 0.7
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH -14.8 ± 0.6 28.7 ± 0.3 146.1 ± 4.4 
Pure H2O -14.6 ± 0.8 23.2 ± 7.4 127.0 ± 2.5 
Mediuma /Zn2+  
Pure MeOH -15.8 ± 0.5 11.0 ± 6.3 89.9 ± 2.0
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH -13.7 ± 0.9 7.3 ± 2.2 70.4 ± 6.9
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH -13.8 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 0.9 50.0 ± 1.6
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH -13.8 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.3 64.7 ± 2.2 
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH -15.1 ± 0.4 17.9 ± 1.7 110.7 ± 5.6
Pure H2O

c c c

Mediuma /Pd2+

Pure MeOH -14.4 ± 2.2 6.9 ± 0.7 71.4 ± 7.0
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH -14.0 ± 1.7 21.0 ± 1.9 117.4 ± 3.3
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH -16.2 ± 0.8 32.3 ± 8.0 162.7 ± 6.3
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH -14.3 ± 0.6 -4.5 ± 4.0 32.9 ± 1.9
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH -13.8 ± 0.8 31.6 ± 2.9 152.3 ± 9.4
Pure H2O -14.7± 1.0 16.5 ± 4.0 104.6 ± 6.9

Mediuma /Hg2+

Pure MeOH -22.0 ± 0.6 -1.2 ± 0.2 69.8 ± 2.0
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH -19.5 ± 1.4 11.1 ± 0.9 102.6 ± 3.6
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH -21.8 ± 1.5 24. 6 ± 7.6 155.6 ± 5.0 
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH -19.7 ± 1.3 -2.3 ± 0.5 58.4 ± 4.0 
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH c c c 

Pure H2O
c c c 

Mediuma /Ag+

Pure MeOH -21.9 ± 1.1 32.1 ± 9.2 181.1 ± 6.4
36.27%H2O-63.72%MeOH -22.1 ± 1.8 21.7 ± 8.3 146.9 ± 7.3
60.27%H2O-39.73%MeOH -21.6 ± 1.3 28.3 ± 9.8 167.4 ± 3.7
77.34%H2O-22.66%MeOH -19.3 ± 1.9 35.9  ± 3.5 185.1 ± 8.4 
90.10%H2O-9.90%MeOH -20.4 ± 1.3 -0.2 ± 0.1 67.8 ± 4.2
Pure H2O -20.4 ± 1.3 -4.8 ± 4.5 52.3 ± 4.5

aComposition of binary mixtures is expressed in mol% for solvent system,
bSD = Standard deviation,
c The data cannot be fitted to equation.
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 (Eq.21)

(Eq.21)

The results reveal, in the most cases the changes 
in ο

CH∆ for the complexation process is negligible, 
whereas the change in ο

CS∆  is significant. 
Therefore, the formation of complexes between 
ligand (NHCL) and all cations in MeOH-H2O 
binary solvent mixtures are enthalphy destabilized 
but entropy stabilized. Additionally, the different 
solvent-solvent interaction in all solvent system and 

changes in flexibility of ligand during complexation 
contribute to change in entropy.  The calculated 
value of ο

CG∆  in all cases shows negative values. 
This is an evidences that the ability of the ligand 
to form stable complexes with metal cations and 
the process were spontaneous [42]. However, The 
exitance of such a compensating e-ect between

ο
CH∆  and ο

CS∆  values for all studied binary 
systems is shown in Figure 6. It is clear that the 
observed increase or decrease in ο

CH∆  value 
which is depending on the nature of the metal ion 
will be compensated by an increase (or decrease) 
in the corresponding ο

CS∆  value. Then the small 
changes of ο

CG∆  values will be resulted due 
to this compensating e-ect for ο

CH∆  and ο
CS∆ , 

independently. 

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 5-23

Fig. 6. Plot of ο
CH∆  (kJmol-1) versus ο

CST∆ (kJmol-1) for NHCLMn+ (M= Ni2+, Pd2+, Zn2+, 
Hg2+ and Ag+) in different MeOH-H2O systems (R2=0.9537).
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The variation of log fK for all complex cases in 
contrast with cationic radius for studied cations in 
MeOH-H2O binary mixture at 25ºC were presented 
in Figure 7. As it is seen in Figure 7, the stability 
constant of complexes increase as the size of a metal 
cation increases from Ni2+ to Ag+. These results can 
be explained due to solvent system effect. Usually 
the small metals cations will be more solvated 
than the bigger metals cations in a same solvent 
system and decrease its mobility. Consequently, 
the competition ligand with solvent molecules was 
increase and resulted in the decreasing of stability 
constant [44]. 

3.1. Computational study
With the purpose to elucidate the obtained 
experimental results, a density functional theory 

(DFT) study was conducted. The DFT calculations 
were carried out with the GAUSSIAN 09 software 
package, with the B3LYP/LANL2DZ basis set. The 
binding energy ∆E in the complexation between 
NHCL and Mn+ in MeOH pure solvent is defined 
by the following formula, Equation 22:

)( NHCLMNHCLM EEEE nn +−=∆ ++           (Eq.22)

Where ++∆ nn MNHCLM EEE ,, and NHCLE  are binding 
energy, NHCLMn+ complex energy, free metal ion 
energy and NHCL energy, respectively [48]. The 
optimized structure of free and complexes NHCL 
with Zn2+ and Ag+ was shown in Figure 8(A, B, 
C), respectively. While the calculated results of  
binding energies for all complexes in MeOH pure 
solvent were listed in Table 3.
It is clear from Table 3 that the binding energy 

Fig. 7. Changes of stability constant (log fK ) of NHCL-Mn+ with all metal cation in 
MeOH-H2O binary system (mol% MeOH; ◊ = 100, □ = 63.72, ∆ = 39.73, X = 22.66, + 

= 9.90, ○ = 0.00) at 25ºC.
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Fig. 8. Optimized structure of NHC ligand
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increases monotonically with increasing the size 
of studied cations. Therefore the binding energy 
of Ag+ is much larger than other cations, showing 
prominent affinity to NHCL in the MeOH solvent. 
The obtained experimental data in MeOH pure 
solvent (Table 1) shows the same trends.  As 
discussed before, small cations such as Ni2+ and 
Pd2+ have high solvation free energy with MeOH 
that causes them to be more solvalized in the 
solution, and have less interaction with free NHCL 
ligand.

3.2. Mathematical Modeling
Artificial neural network (ANN) as a mathematical 
(or computational) model that is inspired by 
the structure and function of biological neural 

networks in the brain, is one of  the most successful 
technologies in the last two decades [49-52]. In 
this research work, the ANN was applied for the 
simulation of property parameters correlation, and 
a good agreement in the experimental and predicted 
value is obtained. A 4-11-1 (input layer-hidden 
layer-output layer) network structure was used as 
shown in Figure 9. The effect of four parameters 
(cationic radii, temperature, molar percentage 
of MeOH in the media and molar percentage of 
water in the media) for the determining of complex 
formation (Kf) was the input layer matrix of the 
network. 59 training examples, 26 testing examples 
and  20 validating examples (10 times of each node) 
were prepared for training, testing and validating 
the network, respectively.

Table 3. The calculated binding energies ∆E, in the formation of NHCLMn+

by DFT method, where ENHCL is -1969.8454 (Hartree).

Mn+ EM
n+ (Hartree) ENHCL-M

n+ (Hartree) ∆E (Hartree) ∆E (kJ mol-1)
Ni2+ -168.8263978 -2138.0707 0.66742646 1752.327917
Zn2+ -65.30191723 -2034.37409 0.83955559 2204.252883
Pd2+ -126.2368438 -2095.515285 0.63328753 1662.696169
Ag+ -145.6275022 -2114.513658 1.02557279 2692.64097
Hg2+ -42.5030206 -2011.502124 0.91262536 2396.097536

Fig. 9. Structure of neural network adopted in this study.
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The model training based on the quick prob (QP) 
learning algorithm was carried out to test the data 
set and determine the minimum value of RMSE 
as an error function. The regression coefficient of 

determination (R2) showed a fairly good correlation 
between estimated and experimental data sets for both 
train (0.959) and test data sets (0.943) (Figure 10 (A) 
and (B)).

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 5-23

Fig. 10. Comersion of estimated logKf with experimental data (a) training data set and (b) test data set.
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The obtained constant formations of complex 
reactions between all metal studied cations and the 
proposed ligand using the various mole percentages 
of water in H2O-MeOH binary media system at 
different temperatures were visualized in Figure 11 
by drawing surface and contour plots of the stability 
constant (log Kf) for the complex formation as a 
function of the mol% of H2O in the binary mixtures 
and different studied cationics radius.
As seen in Figure 11, increasing of mol% of water 
and cationic radius causes a decrease and an increase 
in the constant stability of complexes (log Kf).  The 
maximum constant formation of complexes was 
obtained in zero mol percentage of water (100% 
of MeOH) and the highest amount of cationic radii 
related to Ag+ cation (1.15Å).This result indicated 
that this model is valid for the estimation of 
constant stability of complexes of Ni2+, Pd2+, Zn2+, 
Hg2+ and Ag+ in MeOH-Water binary mixtures at 
different temperatures. The estimated results based 
on the ANN program were in a good agreement 
with obtaining experimental results.

4. Conclusion
According to the obtained results, the complexation 
of Ni2+, Zn2+, Pd2+, Hg2+ and, Ag+ cations with NHC 

ligand can be explained in terms of the size-fit 
concept, where the NHC ligand forms a most stable 
complex with a cation having a size which fits best 
with its cavity size. The obtained data shows that 
in the pure MeOH solvent system the stability 
constant is varying as Ni2+< Pd2+<Zn2+<Hg2+<Ag+ 
and the complexations process seems more 
stable in pure MeOH and pure H2O.The result 
also showed that in most cases, the NHCLMn+ 
complexes was enthalpy destabilizer but entropy 
stabilizer. The stoichiometry of complexes for 
Ni2+, Zn2+, and Pd2+ are 1:1[M:NHCL]. While, for 
Hg2+ and Ag+, they have two stoichiometry which 
is 1:2[M:NHCL] and 2:1[M:NHCL].  The changes 
in the stability constant of the complex versus the 
composition of the MeOH-H2O binary system at 
various temperatures are not linear in most cases. 
However, some results have shown that increment 
in stability is constant with the decrease of mol% 
MeOH in the solvent system. The effects of mole% 
of water and cationic radii of studied cations on the 
complexation reactions were investigated and high 
correlation between experimental data and ANN 
kinetic model was obtained which is a proof of the 
high performance of conductometric method for 
the complex formation study. 

Fig. 11. Surface and contour plots of the stability constant (log Kf) as a function
of  the mol% of water and ionic radius of cations (Ni2+, Pd2+, Zn2+, Hg2+ and Ag+)
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A B S T R A C T
In this work, cadmium metal–organic frameworks (Cd-MOF) has been 
prepared using a hydrothermal method and characterized by the SEM, 
elemental mapping, XRD, EDS, and BET analysis. The diazinon 
stability has been investigated in various pH (4-8) and temperature 
(298oK – 323oK) using UV-Vis spectrometer in the range of 230 – 280 
nm, at its main absorption peak at 247 nm. Adsorption behaviors of 
diazinon on the Cd MOF were considered in different conditions. UV-
Vis spectroscopy was used to monitor the removal of diazinon using 
the Cd MOF. The adsorption capacity of 138 mg g-1 was obtained. 
The effect of temperature (298oK -323oK), pH (4-8), adsorbent dose 
(1-7 mg), initial concentration (4-12 mg L-1), stirring speed (0-500 
rpm), and adsorption kinetics were studied using batch rout. All the 
studied parameters have shown significant effects on the efficiency of 
removal of diazinon by the Cd MOF. The adsorption thermodynamic 
was investigated in the temperature range of 298oK to 323oK and it 
has shown the endothermic nature of adsorption of diazinon using 
prepared Cd MOF. The adsorption isotherm follows by the Langmuir 
isotherm model. It was demonstrated that synthesized adsorbent could 
be effectively used for the removal of diazinon from water.
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1. Introduction
The use of pesticides in agriculture to control 
unwanted insects and disease carriers increases 
food production. Widespread use of pesticides 
in agriculture and public health programs 
endangers public health with issues such as acute 
human poisoning and environmental pollution 
[1]. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), the number of acute pesticide 
poisonings in developing countries is increasing 
every year. In 1982, it was estimated that while 

developing countries accounted for only 15% of 
global pesticide use, more than 50% of pesticide 
poisoning occurred in those countries due to 
misuse [2]. Organophosphates, phosphorus-
containing compounds which are derived from 
phosphoric acid, are generally used as insecticides 
among pesticides and are usually the most toxic 
insecticides to vertebrates. Residual amounts 
of organophosphates pesticides have been 
identified in cereals, vegetables, water bodies, 
soil, water, and other agricultural products [3]. 
Due to the widespread use of pesticides, their 
toxic effects have been observed in humans 
[4]. The mechanism of action is based on the 
inhibition of acetylcholinesterase activity by 
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covalently binding to its serine residues, thereby 
stopping nerve impulses that lead to death [5]. 
The lipophilic nature of organophosphates, 
facilitates their interaction with the cell 
membrane and led to disrupts the bilayer 
structure of phospholipids in visceral organs 
[6]. Acute poisoning by organophosphates 
stimulates muscarinic receptors, and diarrhea, 
abdominal pain, sweating, excessive salivation, 
and other symptoms are appeared [7]. In 
addition, stimulation of nicotine receptors in 
skeletal muscle neuromuscular connections by 
organophosphates cause weakness, involuntary 
contraction, and paralysis [8]. These pesticides 
have many adverse effects on the reproductive 
system , urinary system  and human immune 
system [9]. Among the most commonly used 
organophosphates pesticides, O,O-Diethyl 
O- [4-methyl-6- (ppropane2-yl)pyrimidin-2-
yl][10] phosphorothioate, INN - Dimpylate 
(diazinon) is a synthetic chemical that is used 
worldwide in agriculture to control insects in 
crops, vegetables, fruits, grass, and ornamental 
plants [11]. Diazinon is classified as a 
moderately dangerous organophosphate class 
II insecticide and can be absorbed through the 
gastrointestinal tract, skin, or respiratory tract 
upon inhalation [12]. Diazinon also leads to 
hyperglycemia, and depletion of glycogen from 
the brain and peripheral tissues along with 
increased glycogen phosphorylase activity in 
the brain and liver [13]. Recently, the removal 
of diazinon from water using adsorption 
methods has attracted much attention. For 
determining percentages of removal various 
methods such as simulation, spectroscopy, 
and chromatography have been used [14, 15]. 
Various materials such as multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes [16], activated carbon [17], bismuth 
oxide-fullerene nanoparticles [18], mesoporous 
silica [19] and , metal-organic frameworks 
[20] and other porous materials [21] have been 
used as adsorbents. Metal-organic framework, 
which is composed of metal ions or clusters 
of organic linkers, are crystalline materials 

that have a variety of applications in the 
removal of contaminants [22] drug delivery 
[23], catalysis [24] separation [19], electronic 
devices [25] gas storage [26], and sensors [27].
Due to the adjustable porosity, high surface 
area, adsorptive properties, and variety of 
structures MOFs are effective agents for the 
removal of pesticides from water. MOFs are 
synthesized using many methods such as 
ionothermal [28], solvent evaporation [29], 
self-assembly of primary building blocks [30], 
mechanochemical [31], electrochemical [32], 
ultrasonic [33], microwave [34], solvothermal 
[35] and hydrothermal [20, 36] methods. 
In this work, Cd MOF was prepared using a 
hydrothermal route. The synthesized porous 
nanomaterial was used for the removal of 
diazinon from water. The temperature, pH, 
contact time, amount of adsorbent, stirring speed 
effect, adsorption isotherms, and adsorption 
kinetics were investigated.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and apparatus 
Cadmium (II) nitrate tetrahydrate (CAS N.: 
10022-68-1; Sigma, Germany), fumaric acid 
(CAS N.: 110-17-8; Sigma, Germany), and 
diazinon (CAS N.: 333-41-5: Merck, Germany) 
were used without any purification. The chemical 
structure of diazinon is shown in Figure 1. The 
sample pH was adjusted with hydrochloric 
acid (CAS N.: 7647-01-0: Merck, Germany) 
and sodium hydroxide (CAS N.: 1310-73-2; 
Merck, Germany). The absorption spectra were 
obtained by using an Agilent Cary 50 UV-Vis 
spectrometer, with 1.0 cm quartz cells. The 
crystal structure of Cd MOF was analyzed by 
Bruker Advance-D8 equipped with Cu Kα 
radiation (Bruker, Germany). The morphology 
was obtained by an S-4800 HITACHI scanning 
electron microscope at 10 kV, 100 mA (Hitachi, 
Japan). The pore volume and surface area of the 
Cd MOF were determined by BET method using 
Sorptomatic 1990 after degassing at 150oC 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA.)
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2.2. Synthesis of the Cd-MOF
Cd MOF was synthesized according to the previous 
reports with minor modifications [20]. 8.9 g 
Cd(NO3)2.4H2O, 5.22 g fumaric acid, and 3.6 g 
NaOH were dispersed in 50 mL ultrapure water 
and were stirred for 30 minutes. The solution was 

transferred into a 100 ml Teflon-lined hydrothermal 
reactor and incubated in 180oC for 48 h (Scheme 
1). The autoclave was cooled to room temperature 
for 12 h. The product was centrifuged at 10000 g 
for 15 minutes, washed several times with distilled 
water, and dried at 50oC overnight.

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 24-38

Fig.1. Chemical structure of diazinon

Scheme1. Synthesis of Cd MOF
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2.3. Adsorption study procedure
Removal studies of diazinon by the Cd MOF 
were carried out in the batch procedure. UV-Vis 
spectroscopy was used to monitor equilibrium 
concentrations of diazinon. The calibration curve 
was plotted for different concentrations of diazinon 
and their corresponding absorbance at 248 nm. After 
the removal process, the residual concentration of 
diazinon was deducted from the calibration curve. 
The uptake capacity and removal efficiency were 
determined by comparing the concentration of 
diazinon before and after adsorption, according to 
the following equation 1 and 2:

Removal efficiency (%) = (Ci – Ce) / Ci × 100
(Eq. 1)

Uptake capacity Qe (mg g-1) = (Ci –Ce) × V/m                                                             
(Eq. 2)

Qe is the amount of diazinon adsorbed on the surface of 
MOF. Where Ci and Ce are the initial and equilibrium 
concentration of diazinon solution, V is the volume 
of diazinon solution, and m is the weight of MOF. 
In the batch procedure, the influence of effective 
parameters such as contact time, adsorbent dose, 
initial concentration of insecticides, temperature, 
pH, and the stirring speed was investigated.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. characterization of Cd MOF
Figure 2a shows the XRD pattern of the synthesized 
Cd MOF. The pattern exhibited diffraction peaks 
that were similar to the plan of Cd (No. 01-085-
0989). The crystal size of the Cd MOF was 
calculated using the Debye-Scherrer equation at 
about 21 nm.
The morphology of Cd MOF was characterized by 
SEM, which is shown in Figure 2b. The obtained 
SEM images show that the prepared Cd MOF 
are cubic and have uniform size distributions. 
The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
has been used to characterize the chemical 
composition of synthesized nanocrystals. Figure 
2c and 2d show the chemical elemental mapping 
and EDS of the Cd MOF. The EDS results are 
revealed that the synthesized nanocrystals have 
composed of Cd, O, and C. In addition, the 
elemental mapping shows that the elements are 
homogeneously distributed through the MOFs. 
The specific surface area of the prepared Cd 
MOFs is explained using Brunaur-Emmett-Teller 
(BET) method. The mean pore diameter, surface 
area, and total pore volume of the nanocrystals 
were calculated at about 15.5 nm, 0.4 m2 g-1, and 
0.0014 cm3 g-1, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Characterization of Cd MOF, a) The XRD 
pattern, b) The SEM image, c) The elemental mapping, 

and d) The EDS analysis of Cd MOF
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3.2. Adsorption of diazinon onto Cd MOF
3.2.1.Optical stability of diazinon
Diazinon stability was studied in various pH and 
temperature conditions. As shown in Figure 3, 
temperature and pH changes of the diazinon solution 
don’t have significant effects on the absorption 
intensity at 248 nm. Therefore, it can be said that 
diazinon is stable at the studied temperature and pH 
values.

Fig. 3. Effect of various (a) pH and (b) temperature on 
diazinon absorption spectra

3.2.2.Effect of adsorbent dose
For investigation the optimized mass of Cd MOF 
in adsorption process, various amounts (1-7 mg) of 
adsorbent were added to the constant volume (30 
ml) of 12-ppm diazinon solution under the same 

conditions and stirred at 300 rpm. The absorption 
spectra of solutions were recorded at a specific 
time. Figure 4 shows the removal efficacy and 
uptake capacity of different amounts of Cd MOF 
in various periods. It can be seen that the removal 
intensity of diazinon was increased from 37% to 
95% with increasing the adsorbent dose from 1 
to 7 mg at 15 minutes as the contact times. This 
increase is clearly due to the increase in surface 
area and adsorption sites. 3 mg of Cd MOF was 
chosen as the optimal amount of adsorbent for 
further experiments.

Fig. 4. Effect of adsorbent dose on (a) removal 
efficiency and (b) uptake capacity of Cd MOF 

(diazinon concentration = 12 ppm, natural pH, room 
temperature)

Analysis of diazinon using Cd-MOF nanoparticles            Faeze Khakbaz et al
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3.2.3.Effect of diazinon concentration
The plot of uptake capacities vs. initial diazinon 
concentrations in presence of 3 mg Cd MOF as 
the optimal amount of adsorbent and at various 
contact time were shown in Figure 5. It was 
shown that after 15 minutes, with increasing the 
initial diazinon concentration from 4 to 12 ppm, 
the uptake capacity increased from 42 To 95 mg 
g-1. The increase of uptake capacity is probably 
due to increase in the mass gradient between the 
diazinon solution and Cd MOF with increasing the 
insecticide concentration.

Fig. 5. Effect of initial diazinon concentration on 
uptake capacity of Cd MOF in various contact times 

(amount of adsorbent = 3 mg, natural pH, room 
temperature)

3.2.4.Effect of contact time
Figure 6 shows the plot of uptake capacity vs. 
contact time in presence of various amounts 
of Cd MOF (the diazinon concentration of 12 
ppm), and different concentrations of diazinon 
(adsorbent dose of 3 mg) at natural pH and 
room temperature. According to the results, the 
diazinon is rapidly adsorbed and the optimal 
removal efficacy is obtained at 7 minutes. A large 
number of empty sites at the Cd MOF surface 
in the early minutes causes high adsorption 
efficacy. With time and occupied the active sites 
with diazinon molecules, the adsorption speed 
decreased impressively.

Fig. 6. Effect of contact time on uptake capacity of Cd 
MOF in (a) various amounts of adsorbent (diazinon 

concentration = 12 ppm, natural pH, and room 
temperature) (b) various concentrations of diazinon 
(amount of adsorbent = 3 mg, natural pH, and room 

temperature)

3.2.5.Effect of pH
The adsorption of diazinon onto Cd MOF 
was investigated in a pH range of 4-8 at room 
temperature. 3 mg of Cd MOF was added to 30 
ml of 12 ppm diazinon solution and stirred at 300 
rpm for 0.5 to 10 minutes. According to Figure 7, 
the removal efficiency of diazinon by Cd MOF 
was increased with an increase in pH. Figure 

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 24-38
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7b clearly shows increasing the uptake capacity 
from 43 to 58 mg g-1 by increasing the pH from 
4 to 8. The desirable removal at higher pH can 
be due to the cationic nature of diazinon. The 
presence of excess, H+ in acidic solution cause to 
decrease in the negative adsorbent site and it is 
not favored for positively charged diazinon ions. 
An increasing number of negative sites on the 
adsorbent can enhance the adsorption of diazinon 
at high pH.

Fig. 7. Effect of pH on (a) removal efficiency of 
diazinon using Cd MOF at various contact times, (b) 
uptake capacity of Cd MOF at 7 minutes (diazinon 

concentration = 12 ppm, amount of adsorbent = 3 mg, 
and room temperature)

3.2.6.Effect of temperature
Removal of the diazinon was studied at various 
temperatures from 298 to 323 K in the presence 
of 3 mg of Cd MOF at different times. As shown 
in Figure 8, the adsorption efficiency has been 
increased with increasing in temperature. The 
increase of removal efficiency can be due to the 
endothermic nature of the adsorption process.

Fig. 8. Effect of temperature on removal efficiency 
of diazinon (a) at various times, (b) at 7 minutes as 

optimum time (dye concentration = 12 ppm, amount of 
adsorbent = 3 mg, and natural pH)

3.2.7.Effect of stirring speed
The effect of stirring speed on the removal of 
diazinon was studied at various stirring speeds (0 - 

Analysis of diazinon using Cd-MOF nanoparticles            Faeze Khakbaz et al
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500 rpm) in identical conditions (natural pH, room 
temperature, 12 ppm initial diazinon concentration, 
7 minutes as contact time). According to Figure 
9, the stirring speed shows significant effect on 
removal rate in the removal process of diazinon.

Fig. 9. Effect of stirring speed on removal efficiency of 
diazinon (diazinon concentration = 12 ppm, amount of 

adsorbent = 3 mg, contact time = 7 minutes, natural pH, 
and room temperature)

3.3. Adsorption isotherm
The adsorption isotherm can be used to study, 
estimation of the affinity between Cd MOF and 
diazinon, the adsorption mechanism and predict 
the maximum adsorption capacity of the Cd 
MOF. Here, three isotherm models (Temkin, 
Freundlich, and Langmuir isotherm) were 
applied. The Freundlich isotherm is applicable 
to the non-uniform adsorption processes of 
adsorbed molecules occurring on heterogeneous 
adsorbent surfaces. Multilayer adsorption 
is considered in this isotherm [37]. Temkin 
isotherm considers for accounting the effects 
of indirect adsorbate/adsorbate interactions 
on the adsorption process. It shows that there 
are various energetical sites on the adsorbent 
surface, in which adsorption of adsorbate occurs 
on the energetic sites at first. It is supposed 
that by increasing the surface coverage, the 
heat of absorption of the molecules in the layer 
decreases linearly. The Temkin isotherm model 
is reliable just for the intermediate range of dye 

concentrations [38]. The Langmuir adsorption 
isotherm takes into describes the homogenous 
surface that a single surface site of adsorbent is 
occupied by a single adsorbate molecule. The 
Langmuir isotherm assumes that there is not any 
lateral interaction between the adsorbed molecules 
[39]. Langmuir, Temkin, and Freundlich isotherm 
represent according to the following Equations 
(3-5):

Ce / Qe = 1/KLQL + Ce/QL     Langmuir isotherm
(Eq. 3)

Qe = (RT/bT ) ln KT + (RT/bT ) ln Ce Temkin isotherm
(Eq. 4)

Ln Qe = ln Kf + (1/n) ln Ce   Freundlich isotherm
(Eq. 5)

Where Ce (mg L-1) is the equilibrium 
concentration of diazinon solution, Qe (mg 
g-1) is the amount of diazinon adsorbed by Cd 
MOF at equilibrium. R is gas constant (8.314 
J mol-1K-1) and T is temperature (K) that room 
temperature was taken into account. KL and QL 
(the Langmuir monolayer adsorption capacity), 
bT and KT, Kf (adsorption capacity), and 1/n 
(adsorption intensity and adsorption capacity), 
are empirical constants parameters that affecting 
the adsorption process for Langmuir, Temkin, 
and Freundlich isotherms respectively [40]. 
As shown in Figure 10 the plots of Qe vs. ln 
Ce, ln Qe vs. ln Ce, and Ce/Qe vs. Ce were 
used to calculate the constant parameters of 
Temkin, Freundlich, and Langmuir isotherms 
respectively. All parameters and correlation 
coefficient are listed in Table 1. The Langmuir 
isotherm gave the highest correlation coefficient, 
which was 0.98 at room temperature revealing 
that the adsorption of diazinon on the Cd MOF 
is perfectly described by this model. 

3.4. Thermodynamic
The thermodynamic parameters of the 

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 24-38
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Fig. 10. Linear plot of (a) Temkin, (b) Frendlich, and (c) Langmuir isotherm

Table 1. Isotherm parameters for diazinon adsorption on Cd MOFs

Freundlich isothermTemkin isothermLangmuir isothermQe
(mg g-1)

Diazinon 
concentration 

(ppm)

R2KfnR2KTbTR2KLQLCeC0

0.
9

36
.2

3

1.
98

0.
95

4.
66

10
1.

4

0.
980.
6

10
0

29.880.844

54.91.746

63.92.568

69.123.610

724.812
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adsorption process were used to determine the 
spontaneity of the adsorption process at various 
temperatures. Change in enthalpy ΔH (kJ mol-1), 
entropy ΔS (J mol-1 K-1), and Gibbs free energy 
ΔG (kJ mol-1) was calculated using the following 
equations 6 and 7:

Ln (Qe/Ce) = ΔS/R – ΔH/RT                       (Eq. 6)

ΔG = ΔH – TΔS                                         (Eq. 7)

ΔH and ΔS can be provided from the slope 
(ΔH/R) and intercept (ΔS/ R) of the plot of ln 
(Qe/Ce) vs. 1/T (Fig. 11). The calculated values of 
thermodynamic parameters are shown in table 2. The 
negative amount of ΔG indicates that the feasibility 
of the adsorption process and its spontaneous 
nature. The positive value of ΔH describes that 
the adsorption of diazinon by the Cd MOF is 
endothermic.

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 24-38

Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters for adsorption of diazinon on Cd MOF

ΔG 
(KJ mol-1)

ΔG 
(KJ mol-1)

ΔG
(KJ mol-1)

ΔG
(KJ mol-1)

ΔG
(KJ mol-1)

ΔG
(KJ mol-1)ΔS

(KJ mol-1K-1)
ΔH

(KJ mol-1)

Diazinon 
concentration 

(ppm) 323 K318 K313 K308 K303 K298 K

-85.6-84.9-84.1-83.3-82.6-81.80.1536.1112

Fig. 11. Plot of ln(Qe.m/Ce) vs. 1/T to give thermodynamic parameters
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3.5. Kinetic
Adsorption kinetics of diazinon removal were 
studied using Pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-
order and intrapacticle diffusion models to identify 
the rapid initial phase of adsorption, chemisorptions 
and intra- particle diffusion. The linear forms of 
kinetic models are given as Equation 8-10:

Ln (Qe - Qt) = ln Qe – k1t  (Pseudo first order kinetics)
(Eq. 8)

t /Qt = t / Qe + 1 / k2Qe
2 (Pseudo second-order kinetics)

(Eq. 9)

Qt = kit
1/2 + C (Intraparticle diffusion)

(Eq. 10)

Where, Qt (mg g-1) and Qe (mg g-1) refer to the 
amount of diazinon adsorbed at time t (min) and 
equilibrium respectively. k1 (min-1), k2 (g mg-1min-1), 
and ki (mg g-1min1/2) are rate constant of adsorption 
for pseudo-first order, pseudo second order and 
intraparticle diffusion respectively. In intraparticle 
diffusion, constant C reflects the boundary layer 
effect [39].

Table 3 shows a list of kinetic parameters for various 
initial concentrations of diazinon. Compared to 
the pseudo-first-order and intraparticle diffusion, 
the pseudo-second-order model showed a higher 
regression coefficient and was selected as the model 
for the absorption kinetics of diazinon removal.

4. Conclusion 
In this work, Cd based metal organic frameworks 
(Cd MOFs) were synthesized by a simple and cost-
effective hydrothermal route using fumaric acid as 
a linker. The prepared Cd MOF used for removal 
of diazinon from water. The absorbent dose, pH, 
temperature, diazinon concentration, contact time 
and stirring speed were optimized as affecting 
parameters and the best condition was reported in 
this paper. Various isotherm and kinetic models 
were investigated for the removal of diazinon using 
the prepared Cd MOF and the Langmuir isotherm 
and pseudo-second -order kinetic model was 
suggested for uptake of diazinon on the Cd MOFs 
through an endothermic process. According to 
results, Cd MOF can act as an effective adsorbent 
for removal the pesticides from water through a 
fast, cost-effective and simple route. 
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Table 3. Kinetic parameters for adsorption of diazinon on Cd MOF
IntraparticlePseudo Second orderPseudo First orderQe

(mg g-1)
Qi

(mg g-1) R2KiCR2K2QeR2K1Qe

0.8610.446.590.990.03243.010.980.581.2429.884

0.7214.4510.590.980.02746.510.70.181.1854.96

0.7618.6710.370.980.01858.140.740.211.3163.98

0.8218.911.910.990.01960.240.820.191.3469.1210

0.8418.4813.350.990.0260.240.810.181.357212
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A B S T R A C T
In the present study, response surface methodology was employed 
to investigate the effects of main variables, including the initial 
MB concentration, hydrogen peroxide dosage, current density, and 
electrolysis time on the removal efficiency of MB using the electro-
Fenton (EF) process. The MB concentration determination by UV-
Vis spectrometer. The EF process degrades the MB contaminant 
molecules by the highly oxidizing species of the •OH. A quadratic 
regression model was developed to predict the removal of MB, where 
the R2 value was found to be 0.9970, which indicates the satisfactory 
accuracy of the proposed model. ANOVA analysis showed a non-
significant lack of fit value (0.0840). Moreover, the predicted 
correlation coefficient values (R2=0.9915) were reasonably in 
agreement with the adjusted correlation coefficient value (R2=0.9958), 
demonstrating a highly significant model for MB dye removal. In 
addition, the obtained results showed 95.8% MB was removed in the 
optimum removal efficiency, including the initial MB concentration 
of 20 mg L-1, H2O2 dosage of 400 μL, and the current density of 7.0 
mA cm-2, and electrolysis time of 10 min which was agreed with the 
predicted removal efficiency of 98.3%. Electrical energy consumption 
was found to be 0.163 kWh m-3. The constant rate value of Kapp at the 
optimum operating condition was 0.3753 min-1. 
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1. Introduction
Due to the increasing use of tens of thousands of 
various types of dyes, which are employed in plastic 
products, cosmetics, leather, and food industries, 
and their release of about over 100 tons into the 

aqueous environments, a severe global concern has 
been raised for efficient removal of such organic 
micropollutants before releasing the industrial 
wastewater into the environmental medium [1, 
2]. The adverse effects of toxic dyes on human 
beings, biota, microorganisms, and environmental 
health, even at deficient concentrations on the one 
hand, and their high resistance to photochemical 
and biological degradation, on the other hand, the 
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necessity has required to eliminate the synthetic 
dyes contaminant from effluents [3-5]. Among the 
high-consumption dyes, methylene blue (MB), 
a derivative of phenothiazine, is widely used as 
a redox indicator, biological staining reagent, 
medication to treat methemoglobinemia, and 
adjunct employed in endoscopic polypectomy. 
Besides, it is used extensively in textiles dyeing 
industries of cotton, wool, and silk. Exposure of 
methylene blue to the eyes causes irreversible 
damage of partial blindness [6, 7]. Moreover, 
its inhalation causes respiratory problems. Its 
ingestion orally causes a burning sensation in 
the gastrointestinal tract and induces nausea, 
vomiting, profuse sweating, as well as mental 
confusion, and methemoglobinemia [8-11]. 
There are many techniques such as UV-VIS 
spectrometer, gas chromatography, and liquid 
chromatography for determining MB, dye, 
tyrosine kinase, toluene, benzene, and organic 
materials in different matrixes [12-17]. During 
the last decades, several treatments techniques, 
including coagulation, adsorption, and filtration 
processes, have been developed for the removal 
of dye contaminants which suffered from the 
disadvantages such as high operational costs 
due to the production of a massive amount of 
sludge or solid waste and transferring the dyes 
to another phase by concentrating them rather 
than eliminating them [18, 19]. The advanced 
oxidation processes (AOPs) as an economical 
and high efficient approach provide a valuable 
opportunity to overcome the limitations of the 
conventional treatment process by generating 
a robust oxidative agent of hydroxyl radicals, 
which degrade and mineralize the dye molecules 
into their less-toxic forms and harmless inorganic 
products such as water or carbon dioxide [20-22]. 
As seen from the proposed reaction in Equation 
1, Fenton’s reagent of Fe2+ and H2O2 generates 
the oxidative agents of hydroxyl radicals under 
the acidic medium of solution pH less than 3. 
The Fe2+ species are generated from the oxidation 
of iron anode electrode and reduction of Fe3+ 
ions through cathodic reaction as described by 

Equation 2 [23, 24].

(Fenton’s reaction)                                        (Eq. 1)

          (Eq. 2)

In the current work, response surface methodology 
(RSM) was employed as a computational approach 
to optimize the removal efficiency of MB using 
the EF process. The effect of main operational 
variables, including electrolysis time, MB initial 
concentration, H2O2 dosage, and current density 
throughout the treatment process, were evaluated, 
and the kinetics of the process were studied.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Chemical
All chemicals used in the MB removal study are 
analytical (high purity) grade without further 
purification. C16H18ClN3S (Methylene blue), 
H2O2 (30%, v/v), Na2SO4, H2SO4, and NaOH 
were obtained from Merck® Co. (CH3)3COH, 
and CH3OH were obtained from Sigma Aldrich® 
Co. The investigation samples in this study were 
prepared in double-distilled water (DDW).

2.2.  EF process system
The Pyrex cylindrical reactor with dimensions 
of 9.0 cm (height) × 7.0 cm (diameter) and a 
volume capacity of 300 mL was used to carry out 
MB removal studies using the EF process. The 
iron electrodes with a thickness of 0.1 cm and an 
immersed area of 12 cm2 were used as cathode and 
anode electrodes. The distance between electrodes 
(anode and cathode) was considered constant and 
equal to 3.0 cm. In a typical run, MB solution was 
degraded in the reactor with 50 mM Na2SO4 as the 
supporting electrolyte. The pH of the MB solution 
was adjusted to 3.0 by 0.01 M of H2SO4. The rotation 
speed was kept at 200 rpm during the experiment. 

2.3. Analytical methods
The MB concentration of samples before and after 
the treatment process was measured by a UV-

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 39-50
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Vis spectrometer (OPTIZEN 3220 model) at 670 
nm [1]. Evaluations for the degradation and MB 
removal efficiency and total amount of electrical 
energy consumption (kWh m-3) were calculated 
from the Equation (3) and (4) [25-27]:

         (Eq. 3)
      

                                                   (Eq. 4)

where C0 (MB concentration before EF process; 
mg L–1), Ct (MB concentration after EF process; 
mg L–1), U (applied voltage; V), I (electrical 
current; A), t (electrolysis time; h), and V (volume 
of sample;L). 

2.4. Application of Response Surface 
Methodology
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is a 
widely used mathematical and statistical approach 
employed to model, design, and evaluate the 
relationship between several independent variables 
and responses of the proposed model. The goal 
is to optimize the applied reaction in a short 
time and reduce the costs of the process. Unlike 
conventional methods for data analysis, RSM 
analyzes data using simple techniques based on the 
mathematical model. In the RSM, to optimize the 
studied variables, a polynomial function (often a 
quadratic polynomial model) can be used, as given 
in Equation 5 [27, 28]

(Eq. 5)

where Y is the predicted response (MB removal 
%), k is the number of independent factors, β0, 
βi, βii, and βij  are the constant, linear, quadratic, 
and interaction model coefficients, respectively, 
also, Xi, Xj, and ɛ are the independent factors and 
the error. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a 
95% confidence interval was used to determine 
the significance of the parameters. In the current 
study, the RSM approach was used to investigate 

four variables’ effects (initial MB concentration, 
H2O2 dosage, current density, and electrolysis time) 
and identify the optimal condition for MB removal 
using the EF process employing Design-Expert 
Software Version 11.0.4.0.

3. Result and discussion
3.1. Development of models and analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) using RSM 
Table 1 describes the experimental condition of 30 
runs designed by RSM and the obtained responses 
of the developed model in each run summarized. 
The mentioned removal efficiencies of MB are the 
averages of duplicate runs in each experimental 
condition.
Some valuable parameters, including lack of fit of 
the model, the significance of linear and interaction 
effects of operating variables, and coefficient 
of determination, were evaluated by analysis of 
variance (ANOVA). As seen in Table 2, the p-value 
less than 0.0001 corresponds to the significant 
coefficients. 
As seen, the obtained results from ANOVA 
analysis confirmed that the developed quadratic 
regression model was satisfactorily fitted to the 
removal efficiency of the treatment process with 
the F-value of 858. Since the calculated p-value 
of the Lack of Fit was less than 0.05, it confirmed 
that the lack of fit was insignificant, corresponding 
to the pure error. The predicted and adjusted R2 of 
0.9915 and 0.9958 are in reasonable agreement. 
Furthermore, the fitted model’s prediction 
ability over the experimental condition range is 
acceptable due to the obtained predicted R2 of 
about 100%.  The normality of the residuals was 
analyzed and demonstrated in Figure 1(a). As 
seen, all the demonstrated data are relatively near 
to a straight line with the R2 of 0.9970. Moreover, 
the association between the obtained values of 
actual removal efficiencies and predicted removal 
efficiencies were revealed in Figure 1(b). As seen, 
since the residual results were distributed near 
the diagonal line, it can be concluded that the 
proposed treatment model successfully predicted 
the removal efficiencies.  

Modeling and determination of methylene blue by UV-Vis            Sara Zahedi  et al
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Table 1. Experimental values for the removal efficiency of MB from the CCD.

Run 
order

Actual values Coded values

Removal 
(%)

A
(mg L-1)

B
(µL)

C
(mA cm-2)

D
(min) X1 X2 X3 X4

1 40 387 8.2 5.2 +1 +1 +1 -1 70.6
2 30 275 6.5 8.5 0 0 0 0 82.9
3 30 275 6.5 8.5 0 0 0 0 84.1
4 20 387 4.7 11.7 -1 +1 -1 +1 85.2
5 20 162 8.2 11.7 -1 -1 +1 +1 71.0
6 40 387 4.7 11.7 +1 +1 -1 +1 64.0
7 20 162 8.2 5.2 -1 -1 +1 -1 66.6
8 30 275 10.0 8.5 0 0 +2 0 67.2
9 20 387 4.7 5.2 -1 +1 -1 -1 82.3
10 10 275 6.5 8.5 -2 0 0 0 99.8
11 30 500 6.5 8.5 0 +2 0 0 77.1
12 30 50 6.5 8.5 0 -2 0 0 41.3
13 30 275 6.5 8.5 0 0 0 0 84.5
14 40 162 8.2 11.7 +1 -1 +1 +1 59.3
15 20 162 4.7 11.7 -1 -1 -1 +1 63.3
16 40 387 8.2 11.7 +1 +1 +1 +1 75.2
17 50 275 6.5 8.5 +2 0 0 0 69.8
18 30 275 3.0 8.5 0 0 -2 0 47.1
19 40 162 4.7 11.7 +1 -1 -1 +1 49.7
20 20 387 8.2 11.7 -1 +1 +1 +1 95.7
21 40 162 4.7 5.2 +1 -1 -1 -1 45.5
22 30 275 6.5 8.5 0 0 0 0 84.1
23 40 162 8.2 5.2 +1 -1 +1 -1 56.1
24 20 162 4.7 5.2 -1 -1 -1 -1 58.6
25 20 387 8.2 5.2 -1 +1 +1 -1 90.9
26 30 275 6.5 8.5 0 0 0 0 83.7
27 30 275 6.5 2.0 0 0 0 -2 67.5
28 30 275 6.5 15.0 0 0 0 +2 79.2
29 40 387 4.7 5.2 +1 +1 -1 -1 61.3
30 30 275 6.5 8.5 0 0 0 0 84.4
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The regression model developed for the removal 
efficiency of MB is represented in Equation 6. The 
proposed second-order model in the term of coded 
factors by eliminating the insignificant terms is 
expressed as follows (6):

(Eq. 6)

Here, X1 represents initial MB concentration, X2 
is H2O2 dosage, X3 is current density, and X4 is 
electrolysis time. As seen, the intensity of each 
particular variable on the removal efficiency as the 
response of the proposed model is identified by the 
related magnitude of each variable’s coefficient. Each 
coefficient’s positive or negative value indicates 
the synergistic or antagonistic effect of the related 
variable on the response. As seen, the coefficients 
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Table 2. ANOVA of the fitted polynomial model.

Source Sum of 
Squares

Degree of 
freedom (df)

Mean 
square F-value p-value 

Model 6580 8 822 858 < 0.0001
X1 1535 1 1535 1602 < 0.0001
X2 2142 1 2142 2237 < 0.0001
X3 555 1 555 579 < 0.0001
X4 125 1 125 130 < 0.0001

X1X2 72 1 72 76 < 0.0001
X2

2 1087 1 1087 1135 < 0.0001
X3

2 1276 1 1276 1332 < 0.0001
X4

2 204 1 204 214 < 0.0001
Residual 20 21 0.96 - -

Lack of Fit 18 16 1.15 3.54 0.0840
Pure Error 1.6 5 0.33 - -
Core Total 6600 29 - - -

Mean: 71.65 R2: 0.9970
Coefficient of Variance: 1.37% Adj.R2: 0.9958

Standard Deviation: 0.98 Pred. R2: 0.9915

Fig. 1. (a) Normal probability plot of studentized residuals,
(b) Predicted removal efficiencies vs. experimental removal efficiencies.
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of X2 (H2O2 dosage), X3 (current density), and X4 

(electrolysis time) are all positive. Moreover, it can 
be concluded that the variables of X1 and X2 with 
much larger coefficients play more significant roles 
in MB’s removal efficiency as the model’s response.

3.2. Effect of parameter on the MB removal 
efficiency 
In the present study, the effect of initial MB dye 
concentration on removal efficiency using the EF 
process was investigated. As Figure 2 shows, the 
initial MB dye concentration is inversely related to 
the MB removal efficiency, when increasing the initial 
MB dye concentration from 10 mg L-1 to 500 mg 
L-1, and removal efficiency decreases from 99.8% to 
68.2%. This phenomenon can be due to the decrease 
in the ratio of oxidant agents to MB dye molecules. 
For example, if all the parameters studied in the EF 
process, are constant (at high MB dye concentrations), 
the number of dye molecules is greater than the 
oxidizing agents. Therefore, the number of oxidizing 
agents is insufficient to remove high concentrations 
of the dye molecule, and consequently, the removal 
efficiency decreases [29, 30].

Optimizing the amount of H2O2 in all treatment 
methods in which H2O2 plays a key role is 
very important because it affects the removal 
efficiency, the management of the treated 
effluent, and the cost. The effects of H2O2 dosage 
in the range of 50-500 µL on MB removal were 
investigated at the initial MB concentration of 30 
mg L-1, the current density of 6.5 mA cm-2, and 
electrolysis time of 8.5 min, the result is shown 
in Figure 3 the obtained results show that the 
increase in degradation percentage from 40.7% 
to 78.1% whenever H2O2 increased from 50 to 
500 µL, at the initial MB concentration of 30 
mg L-1, the current density of 6.5 mA cm-2, and 
electrolysis time of 8.5 min. 
Excess concentration of H2O2 causes the 
spontaneous auto composition of H2O2to H2O 
and O2 molecules through Equation(7), as well 
as the decomposition of •OH, produced during 
the EF reaction to radicals with lower oxidation 
strength (HO2

• ions) according to Equation (8) 
and (9) which reduces the removal efficiency 
[31, 32].
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                            (Eq. 7)

                             (Eq. 8)

                             (Eq. 9)

Current density is one of the most effective 
parameters that affects the kinetic rate and removal 
efficiency. Increasing the current density more than 
the optimal value causes more electrical energy 
consumption and heat generation and consequently 
adverse effects on the removal process, so its value 
must be optimized. Due to the importance and 
influence of current density in the EF process, the 
effect of applied current density was studied in the 
range of 3-10 mA cm-2. The removal of MB dye 
depended on the current density. 
The increase in current density from 2 to 5.5 mA 
cm-2 offered faster MB dye degradation (MB 
removal efficiency of 47.5% to 66.9%). Increasing 
the dye removal efficiency with increasing current 
density can be attributed to the fact that increasing 
the current density increases the amount of iron 
generated by the anode electrode. The increase in 
removal and degradation rates from 3 mA cm-2 to 

the optimum value of 7.0 mA cm-2 can be related to 
the acceleration of Fenton’s Reaction (Equation1). 
Therefore, increasing the concentration of Fe2+ 
produced could lead to an increase in •OH generated 
through (Equation 1). These •OH generated reacts 
immediately with the MB dye, increasing the MB 
removal efficiency.
However, more than the optimal value of current 
density leads to a decrease in the MB removal 
efficiency in the EF reactor. This negative effect 
is due to the role of Fe2+ as the scavenger of •OH 
(Equation 10) [32, 33]. Hence, 7.0 mA cm-2 was 
selected as the optimal value of current density.
 

                     (Eq. 10)

The effect of electrolysis time in the range of 2-15 
min on MB removal was studied (Fig. 4). According 
to the results; MB removal efficiency was directly 
related to electrolysis time, so with increasing 
electrolysis time, the removal efficiency increases. 
From the start EF process until 9 min after electrolysis 
time, due to in presence of sufficient H2O2 and 
Fe2+, a large number of hydroxyl radicals (•OH) are 
generated according to the Fenton’s reaction, which 
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Fig. 3.  3Dplot of the initial MB concentration and H2O2 dosage.
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subsequently leads to the MB dye degradation and 
increased removal efficiency. As the electrolysis 
time increases, the concentration of H2O2 in the 
electrochemical reactor decreases until the reactor 
is free of H2O2, consequently, the Fenton’s reaction 
slows down and eventually stops [34].

3.3.  Optimization process 
The optimization process was carried out over the 
upper to lower limits of each operating parameter’s 
value to determine the best treatment condition 
for maximum MB removal at a reasonable cost. 
The highest MB removal efficiency of 98.3% was 
predicted at the optimum condition of initial MB 
concentration of 20 mg L-1, H2O2 dosage of 400 μL, 
the current density of 7.0 mA cm-2, and electrolysis 
time of 10 min, which was in good accordance with 
the obtained experimental MB removal efficiency.

3.4. Kinetic model of hydroxide radical assisted 
EF process
The kinetic studies of the treatment process 
revealed that hydroxyl radical reaction with 
MB contaminant follows the pseudo-first-order 
reaction, which indicates that •OH directly attacked 
the contaminant molecules. The hydroxyl radicals 

are generated and consumed continuously at a 
similar rate to provide a steady-state concentration 
of active radicals throughout the treatment process. 
The apparent constant rate of Kapp could be evaluated 
by the pseudo-first-order reaction equation and 
corresponds to the slope of demonstrated plot 
in Figure 5, with the value of 0.3753 min-1 [35]. 
Figure 5 revealed the variation of Ln (C0/Ct) in 
the function of time during the 15 min treatment 
process with the initial concentration of MB 20 mg 
L-1, the current density of 7.0 mA cm-2, and H2O2 
dosage of 400 µL L-1. 

4. Conclusion
Herein, to achieve an economical treatment 
process for the efficient removal of MB, the 
response surface methodology was employed. The 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) at the confidence 
level of 95% was carried out to evaluate the 
significance of the independent variables and their 
interactions. The obtained results revealed that the 
initial MB concentration and H2O2 dosage affected 
the removal efficiency significantly. The obtained 
experimental removal efficiency of 95.8% by the 
EF process was in satisfactory agreement with 
the predicted removal efficiency of 98.3% by the 
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developed quadratic regression treatment model. 
The kinetic analysis showed that the applied 
treatment process followed a pseudo-first-order 
model.
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A B S T R A C T
In this research, a miniaturized solid-phase extraction method based 
on pipette tip solid-phase extraction (PT-SPE) was employed for 
the determination of levofloxacin. Cobalt metal-organic framework 
(CoMOF) was used as an adsorbent. Levofloxacin was determined 
using high-performance liquid chromatography and UV detection 
(HPLC-UV).  Important parameters that influence the extraction 
efficiency (i.e. pH, amount of adsorbent, extraction time, volumes 
of sample, and eluting solvent) were tested and optimized. Results 
indicated that the proposed method was validated over the range of 
0.70 - 150.0 µg L-1. The relative standard deviation (RSD%) was 
below 2.75% for the levofloxacin. The limit of detection (LOD) 
of this method is 0.041 µg L-1. The preconcentration factor (PF) 
was obtained at 200 and the analysis time was around 10 min that 
confirming the reliability and accuracy of this method for extraction 
of levofloxacin. The PT-SPE procedure based on CoMOF adsorbent 
was efficiently extracted for levofloxacin more than 95%. In a static 
system, the adsorption capacity of CoMOF adsorbent for levofloxacin 
was obtained at 156.7 mg g-1 (n=10). The validation of results was 
successfully obtained for levofloxacin values based on the spiking 
real samples before determination by the HPLC technique. 
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1. Introduction
Antibiotics are among the drugs that are widely 
used in medicine and veterinary medicine and 
through various routes such as agricultural 
runoff, direct discharge from municipal 
wastewater treatment plants, human waste, 
direct disposal of medical waste, veterinary, and 
industry[1, 2]. As a result, their presence has been 
observed in local streams and around the world, 
especially in streams that directly receive treated 

wastewater[3]. Large amounts of these compound 
residues remain in agricultural soils after being 
applied, which leach into the groundwater and 
can also be found in run-off waters[4]. Due to 
the mentioned toxicological effects, sensitive 
and reliable analytical methods are needed for 
the determination of trace amounts of these 
compounds[5]. Levofloxacin is a broad-spectrum 
antibiotic that prevents the growth of bacteria, so 
it is classified as a bacteriostatic[5, 6]. It is widely 
used in the treatment of patients with Covid-19  in 
recent two years[7]. Several methods have been 
applied for determining levofloxacin residues 
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in aqueous samples, including, solid-phase 
microextraction (SPME)[8, 9],  dispersive-solid 
phase extraction[10, 11], molecularly imprinted 
polymer (MIP)[12, 13]and other techniques based 
on microextraction principles[14, 15]. The pipette 
tip (PT) is a micro-scale of SPE that is used for 
the separation and extraction of environmental 
pollutant samples[16]. This method used small 
volume and low consumption of any solvents that 
satisfied by green chemistry rules. It differs from 
common SPE in that a small amount of sorbent 
is inserted into a pipet tip, and it is relatively 
inexpensive without a special auxiliary device 
for extraction. In general terms, an advantage of 
pipet tips for sample preparation is that extraction 
can be carried out faster and more facile than 
conventional SPE cartridges. Many SPE methods 
based on adsorbents (silver nanoparticles 
(AgNPs) coating on micro glassy balls (MGB), 
graphene oxide-packed micro-column, magnetic 
nanoparticles, cadmium Sulfide  Nanoparticles, 
amine-functionalized bimodal mesoporous silica 
nanoparticles) were used for extraction heavy 
metals, organic materials and drugs in different 
matrixes such as, water, human, vegetable, 
food and drug samples [17-22]. In recent years, 
many types of research have been focused on 
the synthesis and application of metal-organic 
framework (MOF) compounds. The MOFs are 
one of major approaches for making sorbents 
with large surface area. MOFs are a new class 
of porous compounds consisting of organic 
 linkers coordinated to inorganic metal nodes[23]. 
Thermal and chemical  stability, porosity, their 
tailorable structures and properties are some 
advantages of MOFs  for several purposes such 
as separation, sensing drug delivery and the 
removal  of toxic materials from air and water[24, 
25].  In this work we used cobalt metal-organic 
framework(Co-MOF) for the preparation of a 
novel solid-phase adsorbent. Then pipette–tip 
solid-phase extraction methods were used and 
developed for preconcentration and extraction of 
levofloxacin.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Reagents 
All chemicals were of analytical grade. 
Cobalt nitrate (Co(NO3)2.6H2O) and pyridine 
2,6-dicarboxyilic acid (98%) were purchased 
from Aldrich (Millipore-Sigma, USA). Ethanol 
and N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF) were 
obtained from Merck KGaA (Germany). Other 
reagents such as the hydrochloric acid ( HCl, CAS 
N: 7647-01-0,), the sulphuric acid (H2SO4, CAS 
N: 7664-93-9) with high purity were purchased 
from Sigma, Germany. The pH of the samples 
is tuned by the sodium acetate (CH3COONa/
CH3COOH), the sodium phosphate (HPO4

2-/
NaH2PO4 -) and the ammonium buffer for pH of 
4-5, 5-8 and pH 8-10, respectively. All the plastic 
and glass tubes were put on the HNO3 solution 
(0.5 M, v/v) for at least 2 days and then washed 
with DW many times. 

2.2. Instrumental analysis
The chromatographic analysis was carried out on 
Cecil HPLC system (Cecil, England), equipped 
with a UV detector. A reverse-phase ACE-C18 
column (250 mm × 4.6 mm i.d.) was used for 
separation of the analyte. The mobile phase was a 
mixture of trimethylamine phosphate buffer (1%, 
Ph=4.30) and acetonitrile (12/88, v/v) at a flow 
rate of 1.0 mL min-1. The column temperature was 
kept at 30oC and the detection wavelength was set 
at 280 nm. The injection volume was 10 µL.

2.3. Synthesize of Co-MOF
Synthesize of adsorbent was described in one of 
our previously reported works[26]. First, 1.85 
mmol of pyridine 2,6-dicarboxyilic acid and 5.62 
mmol of cobalt nitrate were dissolved in 14 mL 
of ethanol. After this, the solution was transferred 
into a Teflon reactor with a tight cap and kept 
for 7 hours at 85oC. The products were washed 
with dimethyl formamide (DMF). After mixing 
and dissolving the reactants, the clear solution 
radiated in the ultrasound bath for 13 min at 
working conditions of 160 W, 1 kJ and 21 kHz. 
Synthesized Co-MOF was stored at 4 oC.

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 51-59
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2.4. Pipette- tip solid phase extraction 
procedure
5 mg of Co-MOF was put into the pipette-tip. 
The extraction of levofloxacin was performed by 
attaching this pipette-tip extractor to a variable 
pipette.  Then 100 µl of the aqueous standard 
solution containing 1 mg mL-1 of levofloxacin 
in a 5 mL glass test tube was withdrawn into the 
sorbent and dispensed back into the same tube. 
Before the optimization of the number of draw/ 
eject cycles, the extraction was optimized with 
10 cycles. The adsorbed levofloxacin on the 
surface of the Co-MOF was eluted with 1000 µl 
of a mixture of methanol-acetonitrile (90:10, v/v) 
into a 2-mL glass vial, also with 10 aspirating/
dispensing cycles (Fig.1). So, the levofloxacin 
was determined based on Co-MOF adsorbent by 
pipette tip solid-phase extraction procedure (PT-
SPE).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Optimization of extraction conditions
For achieving the highest extraction efficiency, 
several parameters that influenced the extraction 
procedure were investigated and optimized as 
follows.

3.1.1.Type of eluting solvent
Several solvents including, methanol, acetonitrile, 
deionized water, mixture of water- acetonitrile and 
mixture of methanol- acetonitrile were investigated for 
obtaining the best extraction efficiency. With different 
polarities were evaluated to desorb levofloxacin from 
the Co-MOF sorbent. Experiments showed that the 
levofloxacin was completely desorbed by a mixture 
of methanol and acetonitrile (90:10, v/v)

3.1.2.Effect of pH
The effect of sample pH on the recovery of 
levofloxacin was investigated between 2.0 and 
10.0, using a one molar NaOH or  HCl. As shown in 
Figure 2, a  pH value of 7.0 has highest extraction 
efficiency. However; in stronger acidic and basic 
media, extraction efficiency was decreased.

3.1.3.Effect of amount of sorbent
To obtain high extraction efficiency with good 
recoveries of levofloxacin, the amount of sorbent 
for pipette-tip extraction was changed between 
1-5 mg. The adsorption ability of Co-MOF was 
increased by increasing amount of nanocomposite 
up to 2 mg. After that, the extraction recovery 
became constant and hence, amount of adsorbent 
was optimized at 2 mg (Fig. 3).

Solid-Phase Extraction for determination of levofloxacin            Mohammad Abbaszadehbezi  et al

Fig. 1. The levofloxacin determination based on Co-MOF adsorbent by pipette tip 
solid-phase extraction procedure (PT-SPE)
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3.1.4.Effect of volume of eluting solvent
We tried to obtain the smallest volume of eluent 
solvent which provides the highest enrichment 
factor. Volumes between 5 to 50 µL of a mixture 
of methanol- acetonitrile were examined. As 
shown in Figure 4, between 15 and 30 µL of the 

eluting solvent, the recovery of levofloxacin is at 
its highest value, which means a larger volume of 
eluting solvent provides a better elution. Therefore, 
the eluting volume of 20 µL was selected for further 
experiments.

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 51-59

Fig.3. Effect of amount of adsorbent on recovery of levofloxacin based on Co-MOF adsorbent 
by pipette tip solid-phase extraction procedure (PT-SPE)

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on recovery of levofloxacin
by pipette-tip solid-phase extraction technique 
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3.1.5. Effect of volume of sample solution
The volume of sample solution is an important 
factor in pipette- tip solid phase extraction. 
Different volumes of sample solution were 
evaluated in the range of 300 to 5000 µL. 
Figure 5 shows that with increasing the sample 

solution, extraction recovery of levofloxacin is 
also increased up to 3800  µL. Hence, this point 
of sample solution was selected as optimized 
volume. So, considering 20 μL of eluent, and 
extraction efficiency of 100 %, a preconcentration 
factor of 200 was achieved

 Solid-Phase Extraction for determination of levofloxacin            Mohammad Abbaszadehbezi  et al

Fig. 4. Effect of eluent volume on recovery of levofloxacin based on Co-MOF adsorbent
by pipette tip solid-phase extraction procedure (PT-SPE)

Fig. 5. Effect of sample volume on recovery of levofloxacin based on Co-MOF adsorbent
by pipette tip solid-phase extraction procedure (PT-SPE)
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3.1.6.Effect of number of aspirating/dispensing 
of sample
The number of aspirating/dispensing cycles is 
another important in the pipette-tip extraction. 
The time of extraction depends on the number 
of cycles and the volume of solution that passed 
through the extractor. The results show that the 
highest extraction efficiency for levofloxacin was 
10 cycles, while using a 4000 µL of the sample. 
At a higher number of cycles, the back extraction 
of analytes from adsorbent into the sample solution 
might occur, causing a decrease in the recovery. The 
optimal number of aspirating/dispensing cycles 
used for desorption of levofloxacin was found to be 
11 cycles at 9.5 min.

3.2. Analytical performance
The analytical performance of the suggested 
pipette-tip extraction coupled with HPLC–UV 
was investigated, and the results are summarized 
in Table 1. Limit of detection (LOD) was obtained 
based on a signal-to-noise ratio of 3. The linearity 
range was studied by varying the concentration of 
the standard solution from 0.1 to 200 µg L-1. The 
repeatability of the method, expressed as relative 
standard deviation (RSD), was calculated for 
seven replicates of the standard at an intermediate 
concentration (100 μg L-1) of the calibration curve.
 
3.3. Application of proposed method in real 
samples
The suggested pipette-tip procedure was applied for 
three hospital wastewater real samples. All samples 
were filtered through 0.45 µm nylon membranes 
before analysis and were sonicated for 10 min and 
the slurry was centrifuged at 3500rpm for 5 min. 

The extraction procedure was repeated three times 
on each wastewater sample. For evaluation of the 
analytical performance of the proposed method 
in reaa samples, the samples were spiked with 3 
different concentrations to investigate the matrix 
effect on its determination. The results are shown in 
Table 2. As can be seen, recoveries of are adequate; 
therefore, we can justly this assumption that matrix 
effect is negligible for the analysis of the target 
analyte.

4. Conclusion
In this study, pipette-tip solid phase extraction with 
a novel sorbent based on Co-MOF followed by 
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
has been developed for the determination of 
levofloxacin in wastewater samples. Due to very 
high surface areas and short diffusion rate, high 
adsorption capacities can obtain in a very short 
time at pH=7. The optimized method is found to 
be fast, economical, sensitive, accurate and simple. 
The LOD, linear range (LR) and mean absorption 
capacity of Co-MOF was obtained 0.041 µgL-1, 
0.1 to 200 µgL-1 and 156.7 mg g-1, respectively 
for 10 analyses. The range adsorption capacity of 
Co-MOF adsorbent for levofloxacin was obtained 
at 114.9-176.8 mg g-1. Therefore, the efficient 
extraction and separation of levofloxacin in water 
and wastewater samples were obtained by the 
pipette tip solid-phase extraction procedure (PT-
SPE) before being determined with HPLC.
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Table 1. Analytical performance of proposed PT-SPE method
Parameter Analytical feature
Dynamic range (μg L-1) 0.70-150
Repeatability 0.99
Repeatabilityb (RSD %) 2.75
Limit of detection (μg L-1) 0.041
Enrichment factor (fold) 200
Total extraction time (min) ≤ 10
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A B S T R A C T
Carbonized cotton fabric/zeolite imidazolate framework-71/Fe3O4/
polythionine (CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh) was fabricated, characterized, 
and applied as efficient magnetic sorbent in magnetic solid-phase 
extraction (MSPE) of cadmium from water and food samples before 
determination by flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS). 
This modification of carbonized cotton fabric led to making a 
great surface area and porosity, increase extraction efficiency, 
and acceptable selectivity. The characterization of this proposed 
sorbent was performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), field-emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), and Fourier transform-
infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy analysis techniques. The impact of 
several analytical parameters including pH, sorbent dosage, time 
of extraction, desorption condition, chelating agent concentration, 
the amount of salt and effect of potentially interfering ions on the 
selectivity and extraction recoveries of cadmium, were evaluated 
and optimized. In this proposed methodology, the limit of detection 
(LOD), the limit of quantification (LOQ), and relative standard 
deviation (RSD, n = 3) were found to be 0.21 ng mL−1, 0.6 ng mL−1 
and lower than 3.0%, respectively. The validation and accuracy of the 
new advanced procedure were confirmed by applying the proposed 
procedure for certified reference materials (SRM1570A). Eventually, 
CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh can be utilized as a selective sorbent, for the 
rapid, accurate and sensitive determination of Cd (II) by magnetic 
solid-phase extraction tandem flame atomic adsorption spectroscopy 
(MSPE-FAAS) in water, tomato and cabbage samples.
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1. Introduction
Heavy metal ions are classified as toxic contaminants 
for environmental and life-threatening pollution for 
human beings. However, some of them like zinc, iron, 
cobalt, nickel, copper and manganese are considered 
essential for human health, except when they are 

above their maximum acceptable limit concentrations. 
The other heavy metals for instance As, Cd, Hg and 
Pb are significantly toxic for living species even at 
ultra-low concentrations. [1-3] Heavy metals have 
non-biodegradable nature which is inclined to be 
concentrated inside the living organisms [3]. One 
of the most toxic heavy metals is cadmium, which 
exists in the environmental samples and recent years, 
because of the developing world, its concentration has 
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considerably increased [1]. Cadmium can adversely 
affect the lungs, liver, and kidneys [2]. It can also cause 
cancer of the prostate and pancreas [1]. For all these 
reasons, it is necessary to monitor trace amounts of 
heavy metals in various real samples [4]. A variety of 
instrumental methods, such as total reflection X-Ray 
fluorescence spectroscopy (TXRF) [5], inductively 
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
[6], inductively coupled plasma-optical emission 
spectrometry (ICP-OES) [7], electrothermal atomic 
absorption spectrometry (ETAAS) [8], flame atomic 
absorption spectrometry (FAAS) [9] and inductively 
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy 
(ICP-AES) [10], have been employed for the 
determination of various kind of heavy metals. Real 
samples have complicated matrices with relatively 
low concentrations of heavy metals. Therefore, these 
issues are problematic in the extraction procedure, so 
for solving these issues, it is required to utilize the 
preconcentration methods [4]. For preconcentration 
of heavy metals, the different types of methods 
including solid phase extraction (SPE) [10], dual-
cloud point extraction (d-CPE) [11], dispersive 
liquid-liquid microextraction (DLLME) [12], and 
magnetic solid-phase extraction (MSPE) have been 
applied [13].  MSPE, a more sensitive and practical 
type of SPE, has a lot of benefits such as low-cost, 
easier and faster route, decreased consumption of 
perilous solvent, desirable enrichment factors and 
better recoveries [13,14]. In addition, the greatest 
enrichment values and superior recoveries can only 
be accessed when an advanced sorbent is applied. 
This sorbent should have reasonable reusability and 
stability, notable selectivity, huge surface area-to-
volume ratio, acceptable porosity and cost-efficient 
synthesis [14,15]. Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Fe3O4-NPs) 
are commonly utilized in hybrid sorbents, which 
have ultra-high magnetic characteristics and allow 
the sorbent to be easily separated from the sample 
solution by external magnetic force [16].
Within carbon-based materials, carbonized cotton 
fabric (CCF) seems to be a unique element for 
utilizing as sorbent, due to its notable extraction 
ability, porous structure, and cost-effective and 
environmentally-friendly fabrication. [14,17] 

Furthermore, its fabrication can be carried out by 
using cotton, felt or cloth, which are inexpensive 
and simply available materials and due to their 
economics and compatibility with green chemistry, 
have attracted the attention of many researchers [18]. 
In the literature survey, to increase the performance 
of the CCF, it has been modified by various materials 
like Fe3O4 [14], cobalt metal-organic framework 
[19], Co3O4/Ni-based MOFs [20], and metal-organic 
framework/sulfonated polythiophene [21]. Metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) as tunable porous 
structures have several specific features like large 
internal surface area, reasonable stability and simple 
synthesis routes which made them a convenient 
choice for various utilization in energy and gas 
adsorption, catalysis, sensor and also separation 
[21,22]. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), 
a subcategory of MOFs, are composed of metal 
centers (e.g., Zn, Co) and organic imidazolate linkers 
with three-dimensional networks. [23,24].  Zeolitic 
imidazolate framework-71 (ZIF-71), classified 
among a subclass of ZIFs, offers many attractive 
properties including high surface to the volume ratio, 
acceptable chemical and thermal stability, simple, and 
low-cost synthesis at room temperature [25,26]. Thus, 
ZIF-71 was selected to be employed as a modifier 
in this study. Over the last few years, conductive 
polymers (CPs) have been employed widely in the 
separation and preconcentration of heavy metals 
[27-29]. Polythionine (PTh), as part of a large family 
of CPs, was employed in various studies due to 
many benefits, for instance large surface area, high 
thermal and chemical strength, hydrophobicity, good 
flexibility, and π-interactions [9,30-35]. From our 
overview of the literature, 2-(2-benzothiazolylazo) 
orcinol (BTAO) is one of the most popular chelating 
agents which is utilized for metal ions, has not been 
used in combination with carbonized cotton fabric to 
determine and pre-concentrate Cd from real samples 
[36]. 
The aim of this research was followed by fabricating 
sorbent based on CCF which is employed in MSPE 
for preconcentration and determination of Cd from 
water and some food samples. Firstly, the cotton 
fabric was carbonized and then the growth of ZIF-
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71 nanocrystals on the CCF surface was achieved. 
Next, Fe3O4 was co-precipitated on CCF/ZIF-71 for 
offering a unique magnetic sorbent, followed by 
polymerization of thionine to obtain CCF/ZIF-71/
Fe3O4/PTh. Factors that influenced the efficiency of 
MSPE have been optimized and evaluated in detail. 
Finally, the proposed procedure was employed for 
real matrices analysis by flame atomic absorption 
spectrometry (FAAS).

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
All chemicals and reagents were analytical grade 
and were utilized without further purification. 
4,5-dichloroimidazole, zinc acetate and phosphoric 
acid were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, 
Germany). Iron (III) chloride hexahydrate, Iron (II) 
chloride tetrahydrate, ammonia, hydrogen peroxide, 
nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, perchloric acid, 
chloroform, methanol, ethanol, thionine (Th) acetate 
(85%) and nitrate salt of analyte (Cd (II)) were 
bought from Merck company (Darmstadt, Germany). 
Commercial cotton cloth (100% cotton) with a 
plain weave was purchased from a nearby market. 
Double-distilled water was used for preparing all 
solutions. 2-(2-benzothiazolylazo) orcinol (BTAO) 
was prepared according to a reported protocol in the 
literature [36]. 

2.2. Instruments
A Shimadzu atomic absorption spectrometric 
device model AA-640-13 (Tokyo, Japan) with an 
air-acetylene flame burner was employed for the 
measurement of Cd, with the wavelength of lamp was 
228.8 nm. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra were 
recorded by applying Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5406 
˚A) on the X’Pert PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer 
(PANalytical Company, Netherlands). Fourier 
transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectra were obtained 
using A Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrometer (Bruker, 
Germany). Field-emission scanning electron 
microscopy (FE-SEM) images were collected by 
utilizing a Mira 3-XMU (Tescan, Czech Republic). 
Carbonization of the cotton fabrics was performed 
by a laboratory tube furnace at 1200°C (Iran).

2.3. Preparation of Carbonized cotton fabrics
Carbonized cotton fabric (CCF) was obtained by 
Salehi et al [34]. The commercial cotton fabric with 
square-cut plain weave (6.4 × 6.4 cm2), was washed 
with distilled water and non-ionic detergent, and 
stirred for 60 min at 60 °C, then dried at 80 ° C under 
vacuum. For the aim of chemical activation of cotton 
fabric, it was soaked in phosphoric acid with a 1.5 
impregnation ratio for a day, followed by drying in an 
oven under a vacuum at 90 ° C. To prepare carbonized 
cotton fabric, the carbonization of chemical-activated 
cotton fabric was performed by a tube oven at 500 °C 
for 85 minutes under nitrogen protection at a heating 
rate of °6C min-1. Then CCF was cooled overnight 
at ambient temperature (23 ± 0.5 °C) and eluted 
with distilled water repeatedly. Next, it was dried in 
an oven under a vacuum at 80 °C for half an hour, 
and the carbonized cotton fabric (CCF) was obtained 
eventually.

2.4.  Preparation of CCF/ZIF-71
ZIF-71 nanocrystals were obtained by applying 
a method reported in the literature [27]. Briefly, a 
solution of the metal center was obtained by dissolving 
0.07 g zinc acetate in 15 mL of methanol, and then 
0.2 g 4,5-dichloroimidazole was dissolved in 15 mL 
of methanol, individually. afterward, the prepared 
solutions were merged together in a sealed sample vial 
in the presence of 0.095 g fabricated CCF, and placed 
at room temperature (23 ± 0.5 °C) for one day. Next, 
the methanol was drained out from the vial utilizing 
a pipette. The last synthesis route was completed by 
soaking the remaining material in chloroform (3 × 20 
ml) for 72 hours and then drying under a vacuum at 
90 °C for 60 min. 

2.5.  Preparation of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh
The synthesis of Fe3O4-NPs was done by the 
chemical co-precipitation method described in 
reported studies [33]. 0.093 g of CCF/ZIF-71 was 
weighed and put into a three-necked flat bottom 
flask. The solution of iron (II) and (III) was 
prepared by dissolving 0.246 g of FeCl3.6H2O and 
0.096 g of FeCl2.4H2O in 22.5 mL distilled water. 
Subsequently, the obtained solution was transferred 
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to the above-mentioned three-necked flat bottom 
flask and stirred for an hour at room temperature (23 
± 0.5 °C) under a nitrogen stream. After that, the pH 
of the solution was adjusted at 10 using ammonia at 
25 % v/v, followed by raising the temperature up to 
80 °C and stirring for one hour while the nitrogen 
was still flowing. Eventually, by employing a strong 
magnet, CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 was divided from the 
media, washed with distilled water and ethanol 
four times, and dried in an oven under vacuum at 
80°C for 20 min. In the next sorbent preparation 
step, thionine (Th) was polymerized in the presence 
of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4. For this aim, the oxidative 
chemical polymerization method was demonstrated 
in previous work [32]. First of all, 0.06 g of Th and 

0.03 g of FeCl3.6H2O as a catalyst were dissolved 
in 12.5 mL water in a round bottom flask and then 
poured with an interval time of 2 min into a beaker 
containing 0.09g of fabricated CC/ZIF71/Fe3O4 and 
22.5 mL of water. Subsequently, 0.6 mL of H2O2 as 
an oxidizing agent was slowly added to the resultant 
mixture, when it was stirred. Then, for the complete 
fabrication of polythionine, the temperature of the 
mixture was growing to 50 °C and stirred for an hour 
to disappear the purple color of the reaction media. 
Finally, the CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh was separated 
by an external magnet, rinsed by deionized water 
multiple times, and dried at room temperature (23 ± 
0.5 °C) for 12 h. The diagram of all fabrication steps 
is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Fig.1. Synthetic pathway for the fabrication of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh
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2.6.  Preparation of real samples
water samples were prepared to validate the 
applicability of the novel proposed method. Bottled 
mineral water was bought from a nearby store and 
tap water was taken from the water faucet in the 
research laboratory in Tehran, Iran. Every water 
sample was filtered applying a 0.45 µm Millipore 
filter before utilization in the proposed process. 
Tomatoes and cabbages samples were purchased 
from a local market in Tehran, Iran. Tomatoes 
and cabbages were washed with detergent, water 
and distilled water, respectively. After that, they 
were cut into small pieces, and then 1 g of each 
sample was weighed and dried at 120°C to constant 
weight. The dried samples were put into a muffle 
furnace, turned to ashes by heating to 400°C and 
kept at the same temperature for 12 h. After that, 
the samples were cooled and digested with 10.0 
mL concentrated HNO3 and 3 mL H2O2 (30%, w/v), 
and then remained in a furnace at 400°C once again 
for four hours. Then, 3 mL concentrated HCl and 3 
mL HClO4 (70%, w/v) was added to the resultant 
samples and then evaporated to near dryness. Next, 
they were transferred into a volumetric flask, and 
their volume were raised to 1 L. 

2.7.  Magnetic solid-phase extraction procedure
The magnetic solid-phase extraction process was 
defined in this way: 20.0 mg of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 
/PTh and washed with distilled water. Then 30.0 
mL of the samples/standard solution, containing 55 
µM BTAO, with adjusted pH at 7 utilizing buffer 
was prepared, in addition for real samples, 90 µ 
of M BTAO was added as an additional dose to 
eliminate potential interference caused by other 
species, and added to the glass tube which had the 
prepared CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh. The glass vessel 
was placed into an ultrasonic bath and sonicated for 
5 min to make the further adsorption of Cd2+ onto 
the surface of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh sorbent. 
The CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh was collected from 
sample media via an external magnetic field 
(neodymium, iron and boron (0.8 tesla) and the 
water phase was sucked by a pipette. The elution 
of the isolated phase was carried out by 500 µL of 
HNO3 (50%V/V2 , M) in ethanol in the presence 
of ultrasound for 2 min. Finally, the sorbent was 
separated by employing the external magnet once 
again and desorbed analyte determined with a 
FAAS. A Schematic of the MSPE-FAAS process is 
shown in Figure 2.

Fig.2. Graphical representation of the MSPE - FAAS procedure for determination of Cd .
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization studies
3.1.1.Fourier transform-infrared spectra 
analysis
For the aim of chemical confirmation of the 
sorbent structure and the surface modification 
of that: The CCF, CCF/ZIF-71, CCF/ZIF-71/
Fe3O4 and CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh structures 
were investigated by employing the FT-IR 
spectroscopy in the range of 400–4000 cm−1 
(Fig. 3). The band of O–H stretching vibration of 
CCF was situated at 3393 cm−1; While, a stretching 
vibration of the ester group, asymmetric and 
symmetric stretching vibrations of carboxylate 
groups in the structure of CCF are laid at 1702 
cm-1, 1595 cm−1, and 1423 cm−1, respectively. a 
band at 755 cm-1 was associated with methylene’s 
(-CH2-) bending vibrations of CCF. the imide´s 
peaks in ZIF-71 structure revealed at 1300 cm-

1, 1594 cm-1, and 1697 cm-1 were referred to as 
C–N, symmetric C=O, and asymmetric C=O 
stretches, respectively. The medium band for C–

Cl stretching vibration of 4,5-dichloroimidazole 
ligand in the ZIF-71 structure appeared at 663 cm-1. 
In addition, the band at 3342 cm-1 was attributed 
to free non-hydrogen bonded N–H bonds and the 
bands at 1428 and 1464 cm-1 were assigned to 
N–H bonds of secondary amine nanocrystalline 
formation of ZIF-71. Two peaks were evident 
in the range 623–660 cm−1 and 3039 cm-1 which 
linked to the stretching vibrations of Fe-O in 
the magnetic nanoparticles. The IR spectrum of 
CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh indicates the presence of 
PTh, by revealing the peak at 3198 cm−1 due to 
the N-H stretching vibration and the C-S group 
revealed a peak at 800 cm−1. The presence of 
1041 and 2918 cm-1 bands, characterize C-N 
stretching vibrations and aromatic C-H stretching 
vibrations of polythionine, respectively. The 
peaks at 1680 and 1598 cm−1 were attributed to 
the N-H scissoring of the primary amino moieties 
and also the peaks at 1431 cm−1 were associated 
with the aromatic C=C stretching vibration of 
polythionine.

Fig.3. FTIR spectra of sorbent through all the preparation steps.
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3.1.2. X-ray diffraction analysis: 
The XRD patterns of the CCF/ZIF-71, CCF/ZIF-71/
Fe3O4, and CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh are demonstrated 
in Figure 4. the diffraction peaks at 2θ values at 
9° and 22.2° are attributed to the graphite carbon 
and the peaks are about 2θ = 5° and 15° ascribed 
to nanocrystal structures of zeolitic imidazolate 
framework-71 in CCF/ZIF-71 pattern. In addition, 
seven obvious diffraction peaks corresponded to 
pure cubic spinel crystal of Fe3O4-NPs (at 2θ values 
30.30°, 35.63°, 43.31°, 53.64°, 57.20°, 62.76° and 
74.42°). By comparing CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 and 
CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh patterns, it is observed the 
remarkable diffraction peak of CCF shifted down to 
8.2° 2θ, which indicated the great magnetic property 
of fabricated sorbent. That makes the fabricated 
sorbent a great choice for applying in magnetic solid-
phase extraction.

3.1.3. Field-emission scanning electron 
microscopy:
A Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-
SEM) was utilized for the purpose of verification of 
the surface morphology of fabricated samples. FE-
SEM images of the products in different zooms are 
shown in Figure 5 (A, B, C and D), respectively. The 
FE-SEM image of CCF (Fig. 5A) shown that the plain 
weave fabric structure of CCF had uniform surface 
morphology. After the crystallization of ZIF-71 on the 
CCF, the surface of CCF was not smooth anymore and 
the crystals of ZIF-71 were formed on the surface of 

CCF with size of about 91-118 nm and appropriately 
distributed which can be clearly seen in Figure 5B. 
Also, Figure 5C was depicted, the cubic spinel crystal 
Fe3O4-NPs framed with the around particle size of 20 
nm were properly composed on the CC/ZIF-71 with 
a less aggregate and more. According to the Figure 
5D, the average particle size changed to about 30 nm, 
so it can be concluded PTh was successfully coated 
on CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4. These outcomes illustrated 
that the modification of CCF by ZIF-71, Fe3O4-NPs, 
and PTh can be the cause of the jagged surface of 
prepared sorbent which prepared a good condition 
for applying this sorbent in enrichment, isolation, and 
determination of cadmium.

3.2. Effect of sorbent amount
A suitable amount of sorbent is absolutely essential 
for the favorable quantitative recoveries of analytes 
due to interaction between analytes and sorbent in 
the reaction media [34]. Because of this, the various 
amounts of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh between the 
range from 1 to 40 mg were utilized in recoveries to 
determine the best sorbent amount. Figure 6 indicated 
that the quantitative recoveries for metal ions in the 
range of 1 to 20 mg were enhanced significantly with 
the grow of the dosage of sorbent, at amounts higher 
than 20 mg the signals remained constant with slightly 
decreasing which is due to insufficient desorption 
of the analyte from the CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh 
surface. So, 20 mg of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh was 
enough to gain a reasonable outcome.

Fig. 4. XRD patterns CCF/ZIF-71 (green colour), CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 (blue colour)
and CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh (purple colour).
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Fig. 5. Field–emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images
of (A) CCF (B) CCF/ZIF-71 (C) CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 (D) CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh. Inset: The enlarged view

of the nano-array substances and CCF.

Fig. 6. Effect of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4/PTh amount and chelating agent (BTAO) dosage on extraction recovery.
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3.3.  Effect of pH 
In solid-phase extraction studies, the pH of the 
aqueous solutions is an important parameter which 
has influence in the formation of metal complexes. 
To identify the optimum pH value, the impact of pH 
on the recovery value of cadmium was studied over 
the pH range 2.0 -12.0. The results are shown in 
Figure 7 indicated that the recoveries of cadmium 
were considerably influenced by pH. Between the 
pH range of 2.0 to 4.0 the adsorption quantity of 
cadmium was noticeably low, but when the pH 
exceeded than 4.0, the adsorption of analyte rises 
considerably and reached a peak at pH 7.0 which 
was considered as an optimal quantity, after that 
steady decline was observed. Therefore, the pH at 
7.0 was selected as the optimum value for the rest 
of the study.

3.4.  Effect of amount of chelating agent 
The amount of chelating agent is an important 
parameter for following determinations which 
have influenced extraction efficiency [17]. In the 

current magnetic solid-phase extraction protocol, 
2-(2-benzothiazolylazo) orcinol (BTAO) was 
chosen as the capable chelating agent. The amount 
of chelating agent was investigated in the range of 
5–70 µM. Fig.6 demonstrated that the recoveries of 
cadmium were go up by increasing the amount of 
BTAO, however after 55 µM BTAO the recoveries 
of Cd declined steadily. Eventually, cadmium 
recovery in the 55 µM BTAO is optimal, and all 
further work was carried out by 55 µM BTAO.

3.5.  Effect of elution conditions on recovery
The type of desorption solvent is another essential 
aspect in the efficiency of the preconcentration 
process in order to achieve the best desorption 
of analyte, various eluents (nitric acid (50%V/V, 
2M) in ethanol, methanol, and acetonitrile) were 
examined and the more acceptable desorption 
efficiency was obtained using nitric acid (50%V/V, 
2M) in ethanol. In all subsequent studies, HNO3 
(50%V/V,2 M) in ethanol was used as the suitable 
eluent that could desorb cadmium effectively.  

Fig. 7. Effect of ultrasonication time and pH on extraction recovery.
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3.6.  Effect of ionic strength
It is well known that adding NaCl as an electrolyte 
in the sample solutions leads to improving the 
extraction efficiency which is because of the 
salting-out effect. [37] In the current study, the 
influence of ionic strength in an aqueous solution 
on the recovery values of the analyte was evaluated 
by adding NaCl. By growing the amount of 
electrolyte, the extraction efficiency of cadmium 
has been dropped. The explanation for plummeting 
in recovery percentage is that by enhancing in 
electrolyte amount in sample media solution, active 
sites of sorbent were employed by the salt ions. 
Hence, no NaCl was added for the rest of the study.

3.7.  Effect of ultrasonic time
The Cd ions need a particular time and ultrasonic 
bath to desorption from the CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh 
in MSPE studies. The time of ultrasonic irradiation 
bath is considered as the extraction time which has 
an important role in the recovery percentage of 
analyte and extraction performance. Ultrasonication 
was applied to the dispersion of fabricated sorbent 
through sample solution media and interacted with 
target analytes. Thus, the effect of extraction time 
was examined in the range from 0 to 10 min. As 
illustrated in Figure 7, 5 min was adequate for the 
quantitative determination of Cd. However, after 5 
min, a steady decrease in the recovery percentage 
of the analyte was demonstrated which is due to the 
return analyte back to the aqueous solution from 
the sorbent. Accordingly, 5 min was selected as the 
optimum value. 

3.8.  Effect of interfering ions 
There are various ions in the real samples that may 
cause interference in the selectivity and reduce the 
extraction recovery of the analyte in the proposed 
method [14]. The impact of different interfering 
ions that may react with BTAO was studied to 
determine the selectivity of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /
PTh. Therefore, different amounts of interfering 
ions were added to the standard solutions containing 
10.0 ng mL-1 of cadmium, individually. The ratio of 
tolerance for interfering ions is shown in Table 1, 
The tolerance limit was determined as the largest 
number of interfering ions that caused alterations 
on the recovery percentage of the analyte less than 
±5%. For the purpose of eliminating interfering 
ions resulting from real samples, 90 µM BTAO was 
used as an extra amount. 

3.9.  Validation of the advanced method 
Several analytical aspects of the proposed method 
includ a limit of detection (LOD), limit of 
quantification (LOQ), relative standard deviation 
(RSD), determination coefficients (r2), and 
preconcentration factor (PF) were investigated and 
the obtained results are listed in Table 2. The LOD 
and LOQ, were calculated based on LOD =3Sb/b 
and LOQ =10Sb/b which b is the calibration graph’s 
slope and the standard deviation of blank solutions 
is illustrated as Sb, [35] were determined 0.21 and 
0.6 ng mL-1, respectively. The calibration curve was 
constructed by using the spiked sample of cadmium 
obtained in linear ranges from 0.6-40 ng mL-1 and 
also 0.9991 was achieved for the coefficient of 

Table 1. Interference study of the interfering ions on the determination
of 10 ng mL-1 cadmium using MSPE-FAAS

Foreign Species Tolerance Ratios [Interference-to-Cd (II) ratioa]

K+, Li+, Na+, CO3
2-, SO4

2-, NO3
-, F-, Cl- 800

Ca2+, Mg2+ 500

Al3+, Pb2+, Fe2+ 70

Co2+, Fe3+, Cu2+, Ni2+, Cd2+ 25

a Tolerance limit was defined as the largest ratio causing a relative error less than 5% in concentration level of cadmium.
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determination. 60 was found as the preconcentration 
factor and the relative standard deviation (RSD), 
which was assessed from three replicates of the Cd 
standard solutions, was 3.0%. These results signified 
that the advanced procedure is a proper choice 
for determination of cadmium in water and food 
samples which has great sensitivity and acceptable 
accuracy. To assess the applicability and accuracy 
of the novel proposed methodology in real matrices, 
different food (tomato and cabbage) and water (tap 
and mineral) samples were utilized to determination 

and preconcentration of cadmium. These aspects 
were carried out by analyzing the spiked samples 
with varying amounts of cadmium and a certified 
reference material of food samples (SRM1570A). 
The recoveries from spiked samples and standard 
reference material are revealed in Table 3, as it can 
be seen, desirable agreement was observed between 
the obtained values and the certified values which 
pointed out that the fabricated sorbent as well as 
proposed method can be utilized for determination 
and preconcentration of Cd (II) in natural samples.

Table 2. Analytical Parameters of Cd (II) determination by of MSPE-FAAS
Parameter Analytical data

Linear range (ng mL-1) 0.6-40

Determination coefficients (r2) 0.9991

Limit of quantification (ng mL-1) 0.6

Limit of detection (ng mL-1) 0.21

Repeatability (R.S.D., %) (n = 3) (CCd(II) = 10.0 ng mL-1) 3.0

Preconcentration factor (PF)a 60

Sample volume (mL) 30

a Preconcentration factor is defined as the ratio of sample volume to desorption solvent volume

Table 3. The determination of cadmium in water, tomato and cabbage samples by the proposed method
Sample Added (µg g-1) Found (µg g-1)a RSD (%) Recovery (%)

SRM1570Ab - 2.80 ± 0.09 3.2 96.9

Tomato - <LOQ - -

5.0 4.6 ± 0.2 4.3 92.0

10.0 8.9 ± 0.3 3.4 89.0

15.0 14.1 ± 0.5 3.5 94.0

Cabbage - <LOQ - -

5.0 4.3 ± 0.1 2.3 86.0

10.0 10.2 ± 0.4 3.9 102.0

15.0 13.7 ± 0.6 4.4 91.3

Sample Added (ng mL-1) Found (ng mL-1)a RSD (%) Recovery (%)

Bottled Mineral water - <LOQ - -

5.0 4.8 ± 0.2 4.1 96.0

10.0 10.1 ± 0.4 4.0 101.0

15.0 13.5 ± 0.5 3.7 90.0

Tap water - <LOQ - -

5.0 4.4 ± 0.2 4.5 88.0

10.0 9.3 ± 0.4 4.3 93.0

15.0 13.9 ± 0.7 5.0 92.7
                aMean ± standard deviation (n=3), 
               bCertified value: SRM1570A concentration, 2.89 µg g-1
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3.10. Comparison with other methods
The performance of the advanced MSPE-FAAS 
method employing CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh 
sorbent was compared with reported methods in 
the literature of cadmium. Table 4 presents the 
comparison data, this proposed methodology has 
simple and faster operation, cost- effective, efficient 
and better performance. In addition, the proposed 
method does not require applying much sorbent 
and is also more sensitive. Due to a lower detection 
limit (LOD) and higher surface-to- volume ratio, 
the surface of CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh has plenty 
of active sites, for this reason, the fabricated sorbent 
has a great adsorption capability. In conclusion, the 
MSPE method based on a CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh 
coupled with FAAS utilizes as a viable choice for 
the determination of cadmium in real matrices.

4. Conclusion
In the current study, a novel magnetic sorbent, a 
sensitive, fast, and selective magnetic solid-phase 
extraction procedure followed by flame atomic 

adsorption spectroscopy, for pretreatment and 
determination of cadmium from water, cabbage, and 
tomato samples has been performed. The fabricated 
solid phase has notable and inherent properties like 
large surface area and great porous volume, simple 
isolation process, and cost-effective fabrication 
route.  The fabricated novel hybrid sorbent was 
characterized by FT-IR, FE-SEM, and XRD. The 
recovery results revealed that the proposed method 
has excellent selectivity, satisfactory accuracy, 
acceptable enrichment factor, low limit of detection 
(LOD = 0.21 ng mL-1), and essential preconcentration 
ability. Lastly, the proposed method can be a 
great offer to utilize successfully in the selective 
extraction, preconcentration, and determination of 
heavy metals in water and food samples.
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Table 4. The comparison of analytical parameters of the developed MSPE-FAAS method
with other reported methods from some recent studies

Instrumental 
technique

Extraction 
method Extraction phase LOD

(ng mL-1)
RSD 
(%) sample Refs.

FAAS SPE
multiwalled carbon nanotubes 

impregnated with 4-(2-thiazolylazo) 
resorcinol

2.8 < 5 Macaroni, Rice and 
lentil 38

FAAS
US-assisted 
in-syringe 

DμSPE
Nitrogen doped nano porous graphene 0.3 4.38 human plasma, 

urine and saliva 39

FAAS SPE activated carbon cloth impregnated with 
PAN 1.1 NR Soil and water 4

FAAS SPE

poly[prothymosin-alpha -co-
divinylbenzene-co-2-acrylamido-2-

methylpropane sulfonic acid] (PTMA-co-
DVB-co-AMPS)

1.4 ≤ 2 Dried vegetable 
and water 40

FAAS SPE

poly[2-(4-methoxyphenylamino)-2-
oxoethyl methacrylateco-divinylbenzene-

co-N-vinylimidazole] (MPAEMA-
coDVB-co-VIM)

1.4 ≤ 2 Tea and herbal 
plants 41

FAAS MSPE CCF/ZIF-71/Fe3O4 /PTh 0.21 3.0 Water, tomato and 
cabbage

This 
work

solid-phase extraction (SPE), magnetic solid-phase extraction (MSPE), flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS),

ultrasonic-assisted in-syringe dispersive micro solid-phase extraction (US-assisted in-syringe DμSPE), not reported (NR).
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A B S T R A C T
Mercury exposure can produce toxic organic compounds in the body. 
Also, mercury can potentially cause oxidative damage and cellular 
disorders. In this study, the determination of mercury values in 
urine and air of chloralkali workers based on copper nanoparticles 
functionalized in carboxylic carbon nanotubes (CuNPs@CNT-
COOH) were obtained by cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometer 
(CV-AAS). The urine samples were determined by magnetic solid-
phase extraction (MSPE) at pH 8.0. By measuring the mercury level 
in the air and the urine sample of workers, the level of oxidative 
stress (Malondialdehyde (MDA), Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) 
and Catalase (Cat)), Interleukin-6 (IL-6), and Tumor Necrosis 
Factor α (TNF-α) as the proinflammatory cytokines were measured 
in the subject group. The results revealed statistically significant 
differences in the mercury level of the urine samples in the case and 
control groups (p<0.001). Similarly, the malondialdehyde (MDA) 
level was significantly different between the two research groups 
(p<0.001). Catalase concentration was not significantly different in 
the two groups (p=0.059). The LOD and linear range for mercury 
determination in urine were achieved at 0.012 µg L−1 and 0.05-7.0 
µg L−1, respectively. Workers’ exposure to mercury can significantly 
increase oxidative stress and inflammatory cell signaling molecules 
such as cytokines.
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1. Introduction
In the biogeochemical system of the earth, there 
are metallic mercury, organic and non-organic 
compounds. Exposure to any of the three can 
produce toxic compounds in the body[1]. Heavy 
metals are important factors in environmental 

pollution and mercury is one of the most toxic and 
threatens human health [2]. The greatest effect of 
mercury in elemental and organic form in the central 
nervous system and the greatest effect of mineral 
mercury on the digestive and excretory systems 
[3]. Mercury has been extensively investigated 
due to its wide range of applications, high toxicity, 
long-term ecological effects, aggregation in the 
food chain and adverse effects (in exposure to the 
low concentration of the liquid metal) [1, 4, 5, 6]. 
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Between 40 and 70% of the existing mercury 
in the atmosphere is estimated to be induced by 
human activities. Direct and indirect exposure of 
more than 2 million occupations to this pollutant 
is considered a global concern [4, 7, 8]. At work, 
exposure to mercury vapor through respiration is 
more common [9]. Yet, the alkali form (methyl/
ethyl mercury) is highly soluble in fatty tissues and 
also highly volatile. Thus, it can be easily absorbed 
in the lungs and then the blood, and is 10 times 
as toxic [1]. Occupational mercury exposure can 
occur in petrochemical, and chloralkali industries, 
fluorescent lamps, thermometer manufacturing 
companies, glass production and dentistry (tooth 
amalgam) [10-12]. Chloralkali processing is a large 
industry worldwide in electrochemistry. The main 
products are cholera, sodium hydroxide, carbonate 
sodium, hydrochloric acid and potash [13]. The 
common chloralkali processes include mercury 
cell, membrane cell and diaphragm cell. In the 
mercury cell process, the anode (carbon electrode) 
is hung above the cell and the mercury flows on the 
container surface as the cathode [5, 14].When the 
electricity is on, the chloride ion dissolved in saline 
water turns into the chlorine oxide at the anode side. 
Sodium ions are revived as sodium at the cathode 
side. Sodium is then solved in mercury and sodium 
amalgam (sodium-mercury) is produced. Next, the 
amalgam is analyzed. Thus, mercury returns to the 
cycle and sodium are turned into sodium hydroxide 
[14]. Among the disadvantage of this method are 
ecological issues, low efficiency in terms of the 
voltage used, exposure to mercury and the high 
cost [1]. Despite the presence of several metals in 
the body such as iron, magnesium, zinc, copper, 
cobalt, molybdenum and selenium, the toxicity 
of mercury is incomparably high [6]. A body of 
research explored the threats to health caused by 
exposure to mercury. Instances are disorders in the 
nervous system especially the brain, cardiovascular 
diseases, metabolic disorders, pulmonary issues, 
damage to the immune system, liver, reproduction 
system, thyroid, and optical, auditory, tactile and 
verbal disorders [4, 7, 12, 15-20]. These studies 
showed that the disorders induced by exposure 

to mercury produce oxygen radicals in the body. 
The cytotoxic effects of mercury (Hg+2) can be 
due to the oxidative stress in cells. Hg+2 interacts 
with thiols and produces mercaptans. Thus, the 
cellular antioxidant buffers based on glutathione 
thiol are reduced. Though the exact mechanism of 
the production of these radicals is yet unknown, 
probably, an increase in reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) is the main cause, which results from the 
reduced rate of glutathione [21]. Several studies 
show that mercury can cause oxidative damage 
to multiple organs and systems   [21, 22]. Greater 
production of ROS can lead to oxidative stress and 
may induce dysfunctions and structural damages 
such as mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, oxidation, and 
deterioration of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and 
DNA [23]. Numerous studies have also identified 
a significant positive relationship between the 
dose of mercury exposure in hair samples and 
high blood pressure [24]. In the cardiovascular 
system, the endothelium functioning is essential 
to the maintenance of the blood flow and the 
antithrombotic capacity. Vascular endothelial is 
highly sensitive to oxidative stress. This stress 
can be the main cause of disorders in this tissue in 
cardiovascular diseases including hypertension and 
atherosclerosis [4, 17]. Measuring changes in the 
activity of antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide 
dismutase (SOD) and catalase (CAT) is typically 
done to act as a biological index in examining 
cellular oxidant damages [4, 25, 26]. In cells, SOD 
takes charge of analyzing superoxide anions (O2) 
into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Catalase 
is in charge of analyzing H2O2 in water and oxygen 
[26]. Today, measuring the level of cytokines or low-
weight glycoproteins is another index for cellular 
disorders. These hormones interlink cells and the 
inner body environment especially the immune 
and inflammatory systems [21]. Striking a balance 
between the two groups (i.e., the proinflammatory 
and anti-inflammatory cytokine groups) is key to 
human hemostasis. Measuring proinflammatory 
cytokines is significant, for example, interleukin 
6 (IL-6) and the tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF 
alpha), both known as major biological indices in 
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diagnosing cellular damage [27, 28]. The present 
research aimed to explore the effects of exposure to 
mercury on oxidative stress and proinflammatory 
cytokines in the body of workers in the chloralkali 
industry. In-addition the mercury values were 
determined in air ( NIOSH 6009) and human urine 
samples  based on CuNPs@CNT-COOH by MSPE 
procedure at pH 8.5. 

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Instrumental and reagents
A cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometer 
(AAS) was used to determination of mercury in 
water samples (CV-AAS, HG-3000, GBC, Aus). 
The background correction (D2 lamp) the hollow 
cathode lamp (HCL, Hg), SnCl2/NaBH4 reagents 
and a reaction loop were used for the generation 
of mercury vapor and the mercury concentration 
determination by CV-AAS. The standard of 
inorganic mercury [Hg 2+, 1000 mg L-1 in 1% nitric 
acid) was prepared from Sigma Aldrich (CAS 
N: 7487-94-7, Germany). The different standard 
solutions of mercury were made by diluting 
deionized water (DW, Millipore, USA).

2.2. Design and Sampling
 The present cross-sectional research was case-
control in type, and was conducted in 2020 in a 
chloralkali factory in Tehran. The participants were 
179 in number (84 blue-collar workers and 95 white-
collar workers). Screening of different units showed 
that 114 participants were directly exposed to 
mercury. These workers were significantly exposed 
to mercury as chlorine was produced by traditional 
mercury cell processes. Considering the exposure 
criteria, among the 114 workers, 84 were found to 
be directly exposed and were, thus, selected as the 
case. For the control group, 95 white-collar workers 
were recruited. The inclusion criteria were: full-
time work and at least two years’ work experience 
in the unit. The exclusion criteria were: consuming 
antioxidant supplements (e.g., vitamin E or C) and 
drugs containing mercury, having renal diseases, 
and being non-smokers yet being unwilling to 
participate in the study. According to the inclusion 

criteria, the final sample was selected to include 
workers who consumed antioxidant supplements 
and drugs (n=7), had less than two years’ work 
experience and were non-smokers (n=14). Those 
unwilling to participate (n=9) were excluded from 
the study. The final remaining 84 blue-collared 
workers were included in the research. Thus, the 
sampling can be called a consensus. The control 
group consisted of office workers who were not 
exposed to mercury. All the participants agreed 
to participate in the study by signing an informed 
letter of consent. A demographic questionnaire was 
also filled out by all participants to include their 
age, weight, height, work experience, smoking 
status and type of work shift. The human urine 
samples were collected in 114 participants based 
on Helsinki Declaration as revised in 2013. 
The information, including names, initials, and 
hospital numbers don’t publish in text or any other 
document. (https://www.wma.net/policies-post/
wma-declaration-of-helsinkiethical-principles-for-
medical-research-involving- ansubjects/).

2.3. Measurement of mercury level in the air 
sample
 Occupational mercury exposure was measured by 
air samples in the participants’ breathing zoon using 
the NIOSH 6009 method. The solid sorbent tubes 
with 200 mg Hopcalite in a single section were used 
as samplers and were connected by Tygon tubing 
to the personal pumps calibrated before and after 
sampling. The flow rate was adjusted to 2 L min-1 
and the sampling duration was set at 3 hours of a 
normal work shift. The sorbent tubes were capped 
and packed securely for shipment. The Hopcalite 
sorbent and the front glass wool of each sample 
were placed in separate 50 volumetric flasks and 
2.5 mL of HNO3. Then, 2.5 mL of HCl was added 
to each volumetric flask. The sorbent was dissolved 
and diluted to 50 ml with deionized water. 20 mL 
of the sample was transferred to a BOD bottle 
containing 80 mL of deionized water. All samples 
were analyzed using a cold vapor atomic absorption 
(GBC-936, 3000, Australia) at a wavelength of 
253.7 nm (Fig. 1). The amount of mercury (C) in 
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the sampled air volume (V) was calculated using 
the following Equation 1:

𝐶 (𝑚𝑔/𝑚3 ) = 𝑊 (µ𝑔) × 𝑉𝑠 (𝑚𝐿) 𝑉𝑎 ⁄ (𝑚𝐿) −
𝐵 (µ𝑔) 𝑉 (𝐿)                                                 (Eq. 1)

W is the amount of mercury in the sample aliquot 
from the calibration graph. Vs represents the 
original sample volume (50 mL). Va stands for 
the aliquot volume (20 mL), and B is the average 
amount of mercury in the media blanks.

2.4. Measurement of mercury concentration in 
the human urine sample
 The most practical and sensitive method of 
measuring the level of mercury in the body is the 
urine sample. That is because mercury exits the 
body primarily in the urine. The concentration of the 
metal in urine samples shows the exposure within 
the past 2-3 months. In this research, mercury in 
the urine samples was extracted based on copper 

nanoparticles functionalized in carboxylic carbon 
nanotubes (CuNPs@CNT-COOH) by magnetic 
solid-phase extraction (MSPE) at pH 8.5 before 
being determined by cold vapor atomic absorption 
spectrometer (CV-AAS). Urine samples were 
collected in the field using a 100 mL sterile plastic 
container before the participants’ work shift. The 
samples were sealed and packed in an ice bath. The 
mercury in 10 mL of urine samples was extracted 
with the COOH group of CuNPs@CNT-COOH 
at pH=8.0 and then the solid phase was separated 
by an external magnetic accessory in the bottom 
of the tube. After back-extraction of mercury 
from CuNPs@CNT-COOH in acidic pH and 
dilution with DW up to 1 mL, the concentration of 
mercury in urine samples was determined by CV-
AAS (GBC-936, HG-3000, Australia), equipped 
with a Hg lamp at a wavelength of 253.7 nm. The 
extraction of toxic mercury with 25 mg of CuNPs@
CNT-COOH was obtained more than 95% in 10 
mL of urine samples by MSPE (Fig.2)..

Fig. 1. Measurement of mercury level in the air sample in the participants’ breathing zoon using
the NIOSH 6009 method.
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2.5. Measurement of Oxidative Stress
 In the present research, the level of Malondialdehyde 
(MDA), Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) and 
Catalase (Cat) as the oxidative stress indices and 
Interleukin-6 (IL-6) and Tumor Necrosis Factor 
α (TNF-α) as the proinflammatory cytokines 
were measured in the collected samples. Five 
milliliters of the venal blood were taken from the 
participants in both groups before their work shift. 
These samples were transferred into sterile tubes 
and were allowed to clot. After tube  centrifuging 
(1600 × g for 10 minutes), the serum samples were 
separated and stored at -50 °C before analysis. The 
oxidative stress and proinflammatory cytokines 
were measured using Hangzhou Eastbiopharm kits 
(Hangzhou, China) by Double Antibody Sandwich 
(DAS) ELISA. The mean value of three repetitions 
for each sample was reported.

2.6. Statistical Analysis
 Descriptive statistics were used including frequency 
(percentage) and median (inter-quartile range) 
to summarize demographic variables, oxidative 
stress indices and proinflammatory cytokines. 
The normality and the equality of variances were 
analyzed by the Kolmogorov Smirnov test and 
the Levene’s test. Demographic variables were 
compared in the exposed and unexposed groups 
via the chi-square test. To compare the median of 

oxidative stress indices, proinflammatory cytokines 
and the level of mercury in urine samples (urine Hg) 
in two groups, the Mann Whitney U-test was run. 
Predictors of oxidative stress and proinflammatory 
cytokines were tested using multiple linear 
regression (backward). Variables with more than 
two categories entered the regression model after 
dummy coding. The variables that did not meet the 
normality assumption were normalized according 
to the method recommended by Templeton (2011) 
before entering the final model [29]. All statistical 
tests were run in SPSS v25 (IBM SPSS, Chicago, 
IL) at the significance level of < 0.05.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Optimization and validation of mercury 
analysis
By the MSPE procedure, the extraction of mercury 
in urine samples was achieved by CuNPs@
CNT-COOH nanoparticles. The various mercury 
concentration between 0.05–7.0 µg L−1 were used 
for the optimization of parameters.  The mercury 
was extracted and separated in urine samples based 
on the COOH groups of CuNPs@CNT-COOH 
adsorbent at optimized conditions. The effective 
parameters such as the pH, amount of CuNPs@
CNT-COOH adsorbent, the eluents, and the sample 
volume were studied.

Fig.2. Measurement of mercury concentration in the human urine sample based
on CuNPs@CNT-COOH by MSPE procedure at pH 8.5
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3.1.1.pH effect
For efficient extraction of mercury in urine samples, 
the pH sample must be optimized. So, the different 
values between 2 and 11 were studied. The pH is 
the critical parameter that was affected by efficient 
extraction and absorption capacity by the CuNPs@
CNT-COOH adsorbent. Therefore, the various pH 
was selected for Hg(II) extraction in urine samples 
using a buffer solution. The results showed that the 
high recovery based on the CuNPs@CNT-COOH 
adsorbent for mercury extraction was obtained at a 
pH of 7.5-8.5. So, the efficient mercury extraction was 
obtained at pH 8.0 and the recovery was decreased at 
8.5 < pH < 7.0. So, the pH of 8.0 was used as optimized 
pH in this study (Fig. 3). The extraction mechanism 
occurred based on COOH groups of CuNPs@CNT-
COOH adsorbent as an excellent leaving group

(Hg2+ [:COOH-R])
with the positively charged mercury at pH 8. 

At lower pH the COOH groups have positively 
charged (+). So, the electrostatic repulsion occurred 
between Hg2+ and +COOH groups. In addition, at 
more than pH 8.5, the mercury ions participated as 
Hg(OH)2.

3.1.2.Optimized CuNPs@CNT-COOH amount 
For maximum extraction of mercury in water 
samples, the amount of the CuNPs@CNT-
COOH adsorbent must be optimized in mercury 
concentration between 0.05–7.0 µg L−1. So, the 
various amounts of the CuNPs@CNT-COOH 
between 5-40 mg were used for Hg(II) extraction 
in urine samples by the MSPE procedure. The 
efficient extraction was obtained at more than 20 
mg of the CuNPs@CNT-COOH adsorbent for the 
extraction of mercury by the proposed procedure. 
Therefore, 25 mg of the CuNPs@CNT-COOH was 
used for further work at pH=8 (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 3. The effect of pH on mercury extraction in urine samples based on CuNPs@CNT-COOH
by MSPE procedure at pH 8.5
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3.1.3.Elution process, shaking time and Sample 
volume
After extraction of mercury by CuNPs@CNT-
COOH adsorbent, the mercury loaded on the 
CuNPs@CNT-COOH must be released from 
COOH groups by changing pH. Therefore, the 
different eluents such as, HCl, HNO3, and H2SO4, 
were used for the back-extraction of mercury 
(Hg2+) from the CuNPs@CNT-COOH adsorbent. 
The mercury loaded on the CuNPs@CNT-COOH 
adsorbent was easily determined by the CV-AAS 
after back extraction with inorganic acid at low 
pH. In this study, the different eluents (HCl, HNO3, 
H2SO4) based on volumes and concentrations were 
used for back extraction of Hg(II) in urine samples. 

The results showed us that the Hg(II) ions were 
back-extracted from the CuNPs@CNT-COOH 
adsorbent by the nitric acid solution (0.3 mol L-1; 0.5 
mL). Also, the shaking time is the main parameter 
for the extraction of mercury in urine samples. So, 
the different time was studied from 1 to 10 minute 
for mercury extraction at pH 8. The maximum 
extraction was obtained in more than 4 min. So, 5 
minutes was used as the optimum shaking time. In 
addition, the effect of sample volume for mercury 
extraction was studied at pH=8. The results showed 
us that the mercury can be extracted in 12 mL at 
the optimized conditions. So, the 10 mL of urine 
samples were selected as the optimum volume for 
mercury extraction for further works.

Fig. 4. The effect of amount of adsorbent on mercury extraction in urine samples based
on CuNPs@CNT-COOH by MSPE procedure at pH 8.5
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3.2. Comparing exposed and unexposed groups
Table 1 summarizes the two research groups’ 
demographic information. More than half of the 
participants in both groups had less than 10 years 
of work experience. Most of the participants had a 
normal BMI. There was no statistically significant 
difference between demographic variables in the 
exposed and unexposed groups. The median (inter-
quartile range) of mercury concentration in air 
and urine samples, oxidative stress indices and 
proinflammatory cytokines are shown in Table 2. 
The level of mercury in the urine samples of the 

exposed group was significantly different from the 
unexposed group (p<.001). In addition, the lipid 
peroxidation products were measured as MDA 
and showed to diverge significantly between the 
two groups (p≤.001). The results also showed that 
the level of all oxidative stress indices (except 
for catalase) and inflammatory cytokines were 
significantly higher in the exposed group than the 
unexposed. Catalase concentration did not account 
for any statistically significant difference between 
the two groups (p=.059). The concentration of 
mercury in urine samples was the most significant 

Table 1. Demographic variables of the exposed group (n=84) vs. unexposed group (n=95)

Variable Classification
Frequency (%)

P-value*

Exposed group Unexposed group

Age
<30 33 (39.3) 43 (45.3)

0.67430-40 37 (44) 36 (37.9)
>40 14 (16.7) 16 (16.8)

Experience
≤10 47 (56) 56 (58.9)

0.686
>10 37 (44) 39 (41.1)

BMI
Underweighted 4 (4.7) 7 (7.4)

0.392Normal 75 (89.3) 78 (82.1)
Obesity 5 (6) 10 (10.5)

Shift work
Yes 23 (27.4) 20 (21.1)

0.323
No 61 (72.6) 75 (78.9)

* Chi-square

Table 2.  Mercury level in air and urine samples, oxidative stress
and proinflammatory cytokines in the exposed vs. unexposed groups

Variables
Median (inter-quartile range)

P-value*

Exposed group
 (n=84)

Unexposed group 
(n=95)

Air Hg  () 18.49 (13.75) - -
Urine Hg   (µg L-1) 15.44 (19.85) 4.62 (3.64) <0.001

Malondialdehyde (µmol L-1) 6.65 (4.88) 2.41 (3.06) <0.001

Superoxide Dismutase (U L-1) 312.97 (244.67) 242.82 (144.35) 0.004

Catalase (U L-1) 1.16 (1.68) 1.31 (0.32) 0.059

Interleukin 6 (pg mL-1) 1.79 (1.41) 0.51 (0.62) <0.001

Tumor Necrosis Factor α (pg mL-1) 8.13 (7.88) 4.77 (3.89) <0.001

* Mann Whitney U
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predictor of oxidative stress and proinflammatory 
cytokines based on a multiple backward linear 
regression. As the results showed, an increase 
for 1 mg of mercury in the urine was followed 
by significant changes in the oxidative stress 
and proinflammatory cytokines. The regression 
analysis results (Table 3) show that a 1 mg L-1 of 
increase in urine mercury was followed by about 
a 12% of the increase in MDA level. Also, any 
1 mg of increase in urine mercury showed to be 
followed by a four-fold increase in SOD. Similarly, 
any 1 mg of increase in urine mercury was found to 
predict a 14% of the increase in TNF-a. However, 
the same amount of increase in mercury showed to 
a predict 9% and 2% of increase in CAT and IL-
6, respectively. These were the lowest levels of 
predicted variance in the present findings.

3.3. Discussion
 The overall findings showed that among the 
chloralkal unit workers, the levels of oxidative 
stress and proinflammatory cytokines were higher 
in the exposed group than the control. All the 
variables except for the catalase were significantly 
different between the two groups (Fig.5). These 
findings point to the increase in oxidative stress 
and body immune responses in this population. 
The maximum permitted level of mercury in 
blood and urine is 3 and 4-5 mg L-1, respectively 
[30]. The present findings, however, showed that 

the mercury concentration was more than these 
limits in the sampled population. Similarly, in 
their research, Neghab et al. found a higher (than 
the standard level) concentration of mercury in 
the exposed group, and they found a statistically 
significant difference between the two groups with 
this regard. This study not only measured and 
compared the mercury concentration but also the 
oxidative stress and proinflammatory cytokines 
[22]. Different mechanisms have been suggested 
to explain the biological toxicity of mercury, 
such as the oxidative stress and inflammatory 
mechanisms. Yet, the precise mechanism of 
producing ROS and inflammatory mediators by 
mercury is unknown. Oxidative stress is a primary 
lead-induced mechanism. The present findings 
attested to the capability of mercury to generate 
free oxidative species through increasing the level 
of LPO. MDA is a main product of non-oxidized 
unsaturated fatty acids. An increase in MDA 
content is a key indicator of LPO [31]. Mahboub et 
al. investigated this issue and showed that HgCl2 
manages to increase the MDA level in tissues [32]. 
In this research, the MDA level was significantly 
different between the exposed and non-exposed 
groups. Moreover, the urine mercury level was 
a strong predictor of the MDA level. In another 
study, Hasan et al. showed that the MDA level was 
significantly increased along with the increased 
mercury concentration [33].

Table 3. Predictors of oxidative stress and proinflammatory cytokines in the exposed group
Variable

β
95% CI

P-value
Independent Dependent Lower Upper

MDA
Age Group (>30 vs 30-40) 1.33 0.066 2.61 0.039

Urine Hg 0.123 0.069 0.178 <0.001

SOD
BMI Group

(Underweight vs Normal) 182.22 54.21 310.23 0.006

Urine Hg 4.22 1.51 6.92 0.003

Cat
Shift Work (No vs Yes) -1.39 -2.72 -0.057 0.041

Urine Hg 0.094 0.041 0.146 0.001
IL-6 Urine Hg 0.028 0.12 0.45 0.001

TNF-α Urine Hg 0.145 0.056 0.233 0.002

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 76-89
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Lipid peroxidation is a chemical mechanism that can 
disrupt the structure and functioning of biological 
membranes by the free radicals attacking the lipids. 
The higher peroxidation rate of serum lipids in 
exposed workers to mercury is indicative of serious 
oxidative damages [31]. As a metallic compound, 
mercury reacts to thiols (SH-) and leads to chelate 
antioxidant proteins such as glutathione. Finally, 
reducing the antioxidant capacity of the tissues 
induces oxidative stress [34] the overproduction 
of ROS by mercury indicates its capability of 
making mitochondrial changes by blocking the 
mitochondrial permeability transition pore [35]. 
The Overabundance of ROS induced by mercury 
correlates to the incidence of neurodegenerative 
diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 
Parkinson’s, or Alzheimer’s. The recent research 
showed that within the past decades, the toxic effects 
of mercury have been correlated, probably, with the 
central nervous system [36]. Several studies, similar 
to the present research, showed that exposure to 
lower concentrations of mercury, firstly, induces 
oxidative stress and increases the number of free 
oxygen radicals compared to the existing serum 
antioxidant mechanisms [6, 37]. An increased 

number of free oxygen species can be one reason 
for the analysis of proteins, lipid peroxidation, and 
cellular damage or mortality [23].  As also raised 
by Neghab et al., mercury can damage cellular 
membrane through lipid peroxidation and finally 
disturbs the balance of synthesis and, consequently, 
leads to enzymatic protein deterioration [22]. The 
present research also revealed that the level of 
inflammatory mediators, (e.g. IL-6 and TNF alpha) 
was significantly higher in the exposed group 
of workers than the non-exposed. This finding is 
consistent with Gardner et al.’s epidemiologic 
investigation of the mercury level among 94 
workers exposed to mercury at work. Investigating 
the level of proinflammatory cytokines (e.g. TNF-
alpha and IL-6) in the mercury exposed workers 
in gold mines showed that the urine mercury level 
correlates with an increase in IL-1B, TNF-a, and 
IFN-Y in the gold miner population. Exposure to 
mercury in these mines can disrupt the immune 
body and inflammatory systems [40]. Furthermore, 
the research findings of animal models showed a 
significant correlation between the mercury level 
and proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-
6, and IFN-y [37-39].

Fig.5. Flow diagram effects of mercury exposure on oxidative stress and proinflammatory cytokines
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Several empirical and epidemiologic studies showed 
that mercury level was correlated with different 
cytokine profiles. Results of the experimental 
study of PBMC Gardner et al. showed that in the 
presence of LPS, the antigenic stimulus of non-
organic mercury can increase the propagation of 
proinflammatory cytokines IL-1B and TNF-a. 
Simultaneously, it reduces the propagation of 
anti-inflammatory cytokines, IL-1Ra, and IL-10 
[40]. Yet, in another study, Monastero et al. aimed 
to explore the correlation between exposure to a 
low mercury concentration, immunologic indices, 
and several cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-10, IL-4, 
IL-1B, IL-1ra, IFN-y, and IL-17. Results showed 
that the serum mercury level and the antinuclear 
antibody (ANA) or cytokine did not correlate in 
seafood consumers in the U.S. The Association 
between exposure to low concentrations of mercury 
and immunologic indices is unknown. Monastero 
et al. found a high mercury concentration in urine 
and blood samples of subjects exposed to a low 
level of mercury. However, in this research, the 
concentration of mercury in workers’ blood and 
urine exceeded the recommended level [41, 42].

4. Conclusion
The present findings revealed that workers exposed
to mercury have significantly more oxidative and
inflammatory mediator damages. These observations
highlight the essentiality of preventive measures at
the workplace and checking the state of pollutants
at work. Many studies confirmed that an increase in
oxidative stress and inflammatory factors is followed
by a higher risk of affliction with other diseases. The
mercury in urine samples was determined based
on CuNPs@CNT-COOH adsorbent by the MSPE
procedure coupled to CV AAS. The absorption
capacity of CuNPs@CNT-COOH for mercury was
achieved at 167.5 mg g-1. Also, the mercury in the air
was obtained by the NIOSH method. The recovery
and RSD for mercury extraction in urine were more
than 96% and 1.65%, respectively.
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A B S T R A C T
In this study, a new flow injection analysis (FIA) based on a 
microfluidic flow cell (MFC) with a sample capacity of 40 µL is 
described. A Tungsten lamp directs light from a typical 2100P Portable 
Turbidimeter apparatus into a quartz flow cell through a round sidewall 
aperture of 2.0 mm and emerges through the identical aperture on 
the opposite side of the flow cell, where a photodiode array (light 
detector) detects the passing light. When compared to a traditional 
cuvette (25 mm x 60 mm round) with the same nominal route length, 
this technique improves sensitivity by around 4.0. This improvement 
is due to the use of a short, narrow internal diameter microfluid as 
the flow cell, which reduces physical dispersion. The designed flow 
cell has been evaluated by developing a turbidimetric method for the 
detection of promethazine in pure form or pharmaceutical dosages. 
The developed method is based on forming of a yellowish ion-pair 
association complex due to the reaction of promethazine and sodium 
tetraphenylborate (STPB) in an acidic medium. At the flow optimum 
conditions, the calibration curve (CC) and the limit of detection (LOD) 
for promethazine were obtained 0.5-90 µg mL-1 and 0.35 µg mL-1. 
respectively (R2 = 0.9955). The intra-day and inter-day precisions 
(RSD%) of the FIA-MFC method for measuring promethazine at 
concentrations of 20, and 50 µg mL-1 were achieved (2.0 and 1.6) and 
(0.8 and 1.2), respectively.
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1. Introduction
Promethazine, also known as (2RS)-N, N-dimethyl-
(10H-phenothiazine-10-yl) propan-2-amine, is an 
antihistaminic having analgesic, anticholinergic, 
antipsychotic and sedative effects that are utilized 
to treat vomiting, nausea and motion sickness in 
children [1]. In the wide group of phenothiazine 
derivatives, promethazine hydrochloride is a well-
known chemical. It’s a crystalline powder that’s white 

or slightly yellowish in color, extremely soluble in 
water, and easily soluble in methylene chloride and 
alcohol. Morphine sulfate, benzylpenicillin salts, 
hydrocortisone sodium succinate, aminophylline, 
alkalis, barbiturates, heparin, and various contrast 
solutions are incompatible with promethazine. 
Tachycardia, bradycardia, transient small elevations 
in blood pressure, and infrequent hypotension are 
all side effects. Extrapyramidal symptoms have 
been described at high doses, such as jaundice and 
thrombocytopenic purpura. Excessive sedation, 
impaired dizziness, motor function, tachycardia, 
extrapyramidal symptoms, disorientation, blurred 
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vision, palpitations, stomach distress, headache and 
constipation are all adverse effects of promethazine 
[2]. As a result, according to the substance act [3], 
promethazine is classified as a dangerous drug 
and is not sold over the counter. The purposeful, 
non-therapeutic use of a drug, even once, for 
its favorable psychological benefits is known 
as prescription drug misuse. Promethazine 
recreational usage among college students and 
high school has become a severe concern, as 
documented in Hong Kong, Nepal, the United 
States, and India [4]. Antihistamine medicines like 
promethazine are often abused by mixing with 
energy drinks, candies, soft drinks, and alcoholic 
beverages in cocktails [5-7]. Promethazine 
detection has been reported using a variety of 
analytical approaches. Spectrophotometry [2], gas 
chromatography [8], HPLC [9], electrochemical 
sensing [10], and capillary electrophoresis [11] 
are some of the techniques used. All of these 
approaches, however, have disadvantages for 
routine promethazine analysis in pharmaceutical 
formulations samples. Specific reagents such as 
12-tungstophosphoric acid (TP) [12], potassium 
persulfate [13] and cerium (IV) [14] are what is 
the colorimetric detection based on. However, 
spectrophotometry instrument is not ideal for field 
use or on-site detection, and this method is mainly 
applied to samples solutions. Traditional separation 
procedures have significant drawbacks when it 
comes to separating and identifying individual 
components in complicated mixtures. They may 
necessitate time-consuming sample preparation, 
expensive equipment, and well-trained analysts 
[15, 16]. The oxidation of Promethazine can be 
conducted in an electrochemical flow cell rather 
than a chemical reaction, and the amperometric 
signal can be utilized to detect it. Interference 
is likely to be occured when there are many 
electroactive compounds in the sample, depending 
on their oxidation potential [17]. Voltammetric 
detection is more difficult, although it can be 
used when the peaks do not overlap much [18]. 
Because of the presence of linked pharmaceutical 
substances or dyes, neither approach is completely 

suitable for determining Promethazine in a variety 
of pharmaceutical formulations. In recent years, a 
growing number of Flow Injection Analysis (FIA) 
techniques for the determination of Promethazine 
have been described [10, 19-22]. Almost all 
of them investigate the practicality of in-line 
oxidation of the analyte by an immobilized oxidant 
or confluent, accompanied by spectrophotometric 
detection of the colored radical, stabilized under 
very acidic conditions, while others look into the 
fluorescence effect. The need for acid-resistant 
tubing for the flow manifold system, as well as the 
danger of interference from colored excipients, 
which can vary from one commercial formulation 
to the next and may absorb at the wavelength 
chosen for the analyte, are some of the drawbacks 
of spectrophotometric procedures. Although 
spectrometry has been used to study electrostatic 
interactions in phenothiazines, it has also been 
used to investigate analyte detection procedures 
that involve colored intermediates or products. 
However, its application for routine analytical 
purposes is scarce, perhaps because the cells are 
difficult to construct or operate, or because they were 
not designed for FIA [23, 24].  The turbidimetric-
flow injection technique is a quicker alternative to 
spectrophotometric methods for evaluating active 
pharmaceutical ingredients, as it can produce 
results in as little as one minute. Moreover, the 
turbidimetric method has the advantages of 
low consumption of samples and reagents, high 
accuracy, simple operation and quick analysis. 
Therefore, several turbidimetric-FIA procedures 
have been developed for the determination of active 
pharmaceutical ingredients in different matrices 
[25-29]. To overcome the limitations associated with 
the spectrophotometric-flow injection technique, 
an inexpensive, very simple and long-optical-path 
turbidimetric-flow cell is designed and evaluated. 
This quartz cell is resistant to high temperatures 
and corrosion. The flow cell is cylindrical, 50 mm 
in length, and features 2 mm inside and 4 mm outer 
diameter input and output holes. The developed 
cell is compatible with an exit manifold system for 
interfacing to tubing and it requires only a simple 
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benchtop apparatus for detecting and measuring 
the samples or any standard materials that pass 
through it. The designed flow cell was successfully 
used to develop and validate an analytical method 
for the determination of Promethazine in pure and 
pharmaceutical formulations to evaluate the flow 
cell. Also, many techniques such as LLME and 
SPE was used for sample preparation in human and 
environment.
The developed method is based on forming of 
a yellowish ion-pair association complex due 
to the reaction of promethazine and sodium 
tetraphenylborate (STPB) in an acidic medium, 
the proposed mechanism for the reaction is 
shown in Figure 1. The simplicity, flexibility and 
effectiveness of this new turbidimetric-flow cell 
approach opened up new avenues for investigating 
the current approach in analytical analysis 
applications, as shown here in the determination of 
promethazine hydrochloride. It’s perfect for routine 
analysis of promethazine hydrochloride in pure 
form or dosage forms containing active substances, 
inert ingredients, and dyes.

2. Experiment
2.1. Reagents and solutions
All solutions and analytical grade reagents were 
prepared with double-distilled water. Dilution 
of concentrated sulfuric acid acid produced an 
appropriate concentration of a sulfuric acid solution 
(0.2 mol L-1). Working solutions were prepared 
daily by diluting suitable aliquots of promethazine 
hydrochloride (C17H20N2S, HCl, 320.9 g mo1-1, 

SDI) into double distilled water. The purity of the 
promethazine was determined to be 99.7 % using 
an official method [30]. A stock solution of Sodium 
tetraphenylborate (STPB), C24H20BNa, 342.22 g ml-

1, BDH 50 µg mL-1 by dissolving 4.2777g per 250 
mL distilled water. Sulphuric acid, hydrochloric 
acid, nitric acid, acetic acid, ammonium chloride, 
sodium nitrate, potassium bromide and sodium 
chloride were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  

2.2. Preparation of standard and sample 
solutions
0.049 mg of promethazine was weighed and 
diluted in 250 mL of double-distilled water to 
produce the standard stock solution (200 µg mL-1). 
After that, the stock solution was kept in an amber 
container for the subsequent research. Dilutions 
of appropriate quantities of stock solution with 
double-distilled water were used to create standard 
solution ranges. The stability of promethazine was 
monitored frequently using UV spectrophotometry 
to see if there was any decomposition during the 
development of the method, and the results showed 
that promethazine was stable for 20 days. Two 
distinct commercial companies of 25 mg were used 
in this study. The pharmaceutical preparations tested 
were Histazine tablets (25 mg per tablet) by United 
pharmaceutical Jordan and Phenergan tablets (25 
mg per tablet) by GLOBAL manufacturer Sanofi 
United pharmaceutical UK, these tablets are 
available in most countries. Twenty tablets were 
powdered and dissolved in double-distilled water 
after being precisely weighed. The sample solution 
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Fig. 1. The proposed mechanism of the reaction between
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was then filtered after being shaken for 20 minutes. 
The various concentrations of the injected sample 
solutions were obtained by diluting the prepared 
stock solution appropriately. For each commercial 
tablet type, the method has been repeated.

2.3. Apparatus 
All the turbidimetric measurements were conducted 
using a conventional 2100P Portable Turbidimeter 
(USEPA 180.1, EU), modified in the authors’ 
laboratory and interfaced to the computer where 
all data and measurements are recorded and stored. 
The Portable turbidimeter is also interfaced with 
the PC controlled by software supplied by the same 
company (HACH). A manual rotating injector (6 
ports) and an Ismatec 2 channels (ISM796, supplied 

with Tygon pump tubing, Switzerland) peristaltic 
pump were employed in the FIA experiments. All 
of the studies were carried out at room temperature. 
Figure 2 illustrates the manifold used in the 
promethazine hydrochloride assay. Teflon (IDEX 
corporation, USA) tubes were used to connect all 
the manifold system parts.
A flow cell was designed and used for all of the 
turbidimetric experiments; this quartz cell is 
resistant to high temperatures and corrosion. The 
flow cell is 50 mm long and has input and outlet 
ports with an interior diameter of 2 mm and an 
outer diameter of 4 mm. It is through this flow cell 
that the samples and any standards are passed for 
detection and measurement by the turbidimetric 
detector as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 2. The whole manifold system used to determine the promethazine hydrochloride

Fig. 3. The complete description of the developed flow cell

 Analysis Promethazine by Turbidity Flow Injection Technology            Aktham N. Jasim  et al
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As illustrated in Figure 4, the flow cell is inserted 
vertically into a black plastic box with a diameter 
of (50 mm (L) 6 mm (W) 6 mm (thickness)). This 
plastic box can occupy the entire flow cell. The 
sidewall of the black box contains a round hole of 
2.0 mm which is suitable for the source of light that 
radiates from the turbidity device, the light source 
was fully mounted and constructed. While the 
opposites side of the box is supplied by the light 
detector (photodiode array) that is used to measure 
the passing light through the flow cell. A silicone 
rubber tubing sleeve with the necessary inner 
diameter was used to connect the constructed flow 
cell to the FIA manifold system, and the entire cell 
assembly was placed on a robust metal base plate 
and encased in a black plastic box.

2.4. General Procedure
Figure 2 illustrated the manifold flow apparatus 
that was used to determine promethazine in 
pharmaceutical preparations. This system consisted 
of two lines: the carrier streamline (20 Mmol L-1, 

sulfuric acid) and the reagent line solutions (STPB 
30 µg mL-1). Both lines were accelerated using a 
two-channel peristaltic at flow rates of 2.0 ml min-1 
for the acid line and reagent line, respectively. The 
injection coil of the injection valve is first loaded 
with (100 µL) of aliquot volume from a sample 
solution that contains promethazine. The injection 
valve’s position is then adjusted from loading to the 
injection mode. The sample solution is injected into 
the acidic streamline and merged with the reagent 
at the Y junction point (one of the manifold system 
parts, made from Methyl methacrylate) to generate 
the yellow complex product, which is then delivered 
by the stream to the detector system for analysis. 
The formed complex’s turbidity measurements will 
be recorded and stored continually by PC indicated 
by (peak). The instrument is calibrated to be set to 
a signal of zero for the blank signal each time it 
is used since the blank (STPB) has a signal that is 
almost zero. The calibration graph used to calculate 
promethazine is then shown with the corresponding 
peaks. The created product might adsorb on the 

Fig. 4. The front view of the design flow cell assembly. The tungsten light source 
is mounted directly on the round hole of the flow cell and the radiation of the light 

source is concentrated on the flow cell hole using a lens. In contrast, the flow cell sits 
on the floor stage mounted vertically on the platform using three metal stands. The 

transmitted light detector is introduced on the opposite side of the flow cell.

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 90-104
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wall of the quartz flow cell since it is turbid, which 
will result in inaccurate findings being obtained. 
To address this issue, a washing buffer solution 
containing 7 g ammonium chloride, 57 mL 25 % 
(m/m) ammonia, and 40 g EDTA (disodium salt) was 
made by dissolving the various ingredients in 500 mL 
distilled water and diluting to 1.0 L [31]. After each 
sample injection, 10.0 mL of washing buffer solution 
is utilized to ensure that any adsorption particles on 
the flow cell’s surface are removed.

3. Results and Discussion
The turbidimetric and spectrophotometric responses 
were measured concurrently in all of the experiments. 
The operating conditions were extensively studied and 
optimized, including the STBP concentrations, flow 
rate, injected-sample volume, carrier stream, mixing 
coil and analyte concentration. Studies were carried 
out by changing one variable at a time while keeping 
the others unchanged. When measuring promethazine 
hydrochloride in Histazine and Phenergan tablets 
using analytical curves or the method of standard 
additions, the results obtained were sufficient and 
reliable enough to propose the methodology as an 
alternative to the British Pharmacopoeia’s official 
methods with confidence [30].

3.1. Investigation of FIA parameters
The quantitative determination of compounds 
using a flow system necessitates the optimization 
of several physical and chemical parameters, 
including the type of carrier stream, reagent 
concentration, injected-sample volume, flow rate, 
and mixing coil. All of these trials were optimized 
under flow conditions. First, a series of STPB 
concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 50 µg mL-1 
were generated while other parameters such as 
sample volume (50 µL), flow rate (1.0 mL min-

1), and open valve mode were held constant. The 
injection valve in use has two settings: closed and 
open. Closed valve mode implies rotating the valve 
from the injection to the loaded position after some 
time, whereas open valve mode means leaving the 
valve in the injection position and allowing the 
carrier stream to pass through it to transport the 
sample to the detector. The goal of these modes 
is to figure out how long it takes to transfer all of 
the sample segments using the carrier stream. The 
results showed a considerable rise in the response 
profile up to 30.0 µg mL-1, beyond which there was 
no increase in the detector signal. As a result, the 
optimal concentration of 30.0 µg mL-1 was used in 
Figure 5.

Fig.5. The effect of STPB Conc. [µg ml-1] on the determination of promethazine using experimental conditions: 
100 µL of promethazine (50 µg mL-1), flow rate 1.0 mL min-1 and open valve mode
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In most flow systems, double-distilled water serves 
as the carrier stream; however,using other solutions 
instead of water may enhance the detector signal; as 
a consequence, a series of 25.0 mmol L-1 solutions 
(H2SO4, HNO3, HCl, CH3COOH, NH4Cl, NaNO2, 
KBr, NaCl, KNO3) were used as a carrier stream 
in place of water. These solutions were chosen at 
random, and some of them have an anion and cation 
activity, while the remainder is acid and basic 
medium. The major reason to use these alternatives 
rather than water is that the interaction between the 
sample solution and the organic reagent occurs in 
an aqueous medium (distilled water), resulting in 
the formation of a new colorful product. As a result, 
it was necessary to determine whether the new 
product is steady in the aqueous solution or if it will 
be dissolvable and some of it will solubilize in that 
solution, as we are always searching for a product 
with chemical stability in the flow system. The 
highest detector signals were obtained using diluted 
sulfuric acid as the carrier stream across all of these 
solutions. This result can indeed be attributed to the 
fact that the formed product, which is developed as 
a result of the reaction between both the organic 
reagent (STPB) and the promethazine, is more 

stable in sulfuric acid solution than in distilled 
water, and this is connected to the fact that sulfuric 
acid inhibits promethazine precipitation during 
promethazine dissociation. As a result, sulfuric 
acid was chosen as the carrier stream (Fig. 6).
After agreeing to employ sulfuric acid instead of 
water as the carrier stream, the concentration of it 
had to be adjusted, therefore varied concentrations 
ranging from 10 to 50 mmol L-1 were prepared and 
then used under previous flow conditions. Because 
the results revealed that 20 mmol L-1 sulfuric acid 
was adequate to achieve a strong signal, 20 mmol 
L-1 was selected in subsequent experiments (Fig.7).
Sulfuric acid 20 mmol L-1, promethazine 30 µg mL-

1, 1.0 mL min-1 flow rates are the flow conditions that 
are applied to conduct the injected-sample volume 
experiment; therefore, the influence of the injected-
sample volume was studied, and a series of sample 
volumes ranging from 30-150 µL were injected into 
the manifold system that utilizes a 6-port injection 
valve. The acquired data revealed that the response 
profile increased up to 100 µL, but that applying 
more than that volume resulted in a lowering in 
the response profile owing to precipitation of the 
generated product in the flow cell and decreased 
incident light attenuation. As a result, as shown in 

Fig. 6. The effect of using various aqueous salts and acidic solutions instead of double distilled 
water as a carrier stream on the detector signal under using the same initial flow conditions

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 90-104
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Fig.7. Optimization the concentration of sulfuric acid

Fig. 8. The effect of the injected sample volume of promethazine [µL] on the 
determination of promethazine using experimental conditions: flow rate of lines 

1.0 ml min-1, STPB (30 µg mL-1) and open valve mode.

Figure 8, 100 µL was the ideal sample segment. 
One of the most common physical characteristics 
that need to be optimized in any flow system is the 
flow rate. Therefore, flow rates of 0.2-4.0 mL min-1 

were used to propel the two lines (carrier stream and 
reagent line). The greatest signal was attained at 2.0 
mL min-1 based on the acquired data, as shown in 
Figure 9. As a result, this flow rate of 2.0 mL min-1 
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was selected for use in further experiments. 
Finally, to guarantee that the reaction between 
the promethazine and the organic reagent (STPB) 
was complete, mixing coils of various lengths 
(0–20 cm) were used. The highest-profile signal 
was seen at a distance of 10 cm; however, using 

mixing coils longer than 10 cm caused the peaks 
to spread, which is not desired in flow systems. As 
a result, the ideal mixing coil is 10 cm, which was 
employed in further studies as shown in Figure 10. 
Table 1 shows the optimal concentration ranges 
for all physical and chemical characteristics 

Fig. 9. The effect of the flow rate of lines [ml min-1] on the determination of promethazine using experimental 
conditions: 100 µL of promethazine (50 µg ml-1), STPB (30 µg ml-1) and open valve mode.

Fig.10. The effect of using variable mixing coil lengths [cm] on the determination of promethazine using experimental 
conditions: flow rate of lines 2.0 mL min-1, open valve mode STPB (30 µg mL-1) and sample volume (100 µL).

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 90-104
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examined.
The following values were chosen for flow injection 
parameters: STPB 30.0 µg mL-1, sulfuric acid 20 
mmol L-1, flow rate 2.0 mL min-1, 100 µL injected-
sample volume and 10 cm mixing coil. With this 
setup and to generate the analytical curves, a 
series of standard promethazine hydrochloride 
concentrations were run in triplicate. The results 
for the 0.5-90 µg mL-1 range are illustrated in Table 
2. The linearity range of the flow system integrated 
turbidimetric method was 0.5-90 µg mL-1. The 
statistical examination of the linear range regression 
equation revealed low values of RSD %, slope (b), 
and high values of (r) with a detection limit of 0.35 
µg mL-1. Table 2 summarizes the statistical studies 
of the calibration curve.

The flow system repeatability was examined for 
promethazine hydrochloride solution containing 
two concentrations 20 µg mL-1 and 50 µg mL-1, 
across 5 injections for each concentration resulting 
in a total of 10 determinations (Table 3). The 
relative standard deviations for the turbidimetric 
measurements were less than 2.0 %. And it 
was within the acceptance limit of ICH (The 
International Council for Harmonisation of 
Technical Requirements for Human Use) and the 
FDA (Food and Drug Administration) [32]. The 
limited sample throughput, i.e., 50.0 determinations 
per hour, was not accounted for by the cell washing 
time; however, this number may be increased by 
running at greater flow rates, with a minor loss in 

Table 2. The developed method’s statistical description of the linear equation
for determining Promethazine

Linear equation Parameter Promethazine

Linearity (µg ml-1) 0.5-90
Linear Equation 139.61129.5441+4.1325± C[a]±0.5221
Intercept 139.6112±9.5441
Slope 4.1325 ±0.5221
r[b] 0.9967
R2 [c] 0.9935
LOD (mmol L-1)[d] (0.35 µg ml-1)
% RSD [e] Less than 2.0
[a]  The detector signal in NTU for the concentration of C µg ml-1

[b] Correlation coefficient
[c] Coefficient of determination
[d] The limit of detection
[e] The relative standard deviation percentage for n=3

Table 1. The optimum flow characteristics for the determination of Promethazine

Studied flow parameters
Applied Ranges Optimum value

From To
STPB concentration (µg ml-1) 0.5 50 30
H2SO4 concentrations (mmol L-1)a 10 50 25
Flow rates (mL min-1)b 0.2 4.0 2.0
Mixing coil length (cm) b without 20 10
Sample volume (Injected (µL)) b 30 150 100
a The carrier streamline that carries the sample segment into the manifold system
b The flow rates of both lines (carrier and reagent)
c This part is placed after the Y-junction point to ensure the reaction is completed
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sensitivity of the absorbance peak heights.
3.2. Applications 
Promethazine hydrochloride was successfully 
determined in pharmaceutical preparations such 
as Histazine tablets (25 mg/tablet) and Phenergan 
tablets (25 mg per tablet) using the proposed 
method. Table 1 summarizes the optimal assay 
conditions for promethazine. The analyte was 
quantified using typical calibration curves in a 
defined concentration range and the method of 
standard additions for both commercial tablets. 
The turbidimetric data has a linear response and a 
decent curve fitting through the same equation that 
was observed in the calibration curve of standard 
material. The results are described in Tables 4 and 
5, which also include a comparison of the suggested 

and official spectrophotometric (measuring 
the absorption band at 297 nm) methods for 
determining promethazine in Histazine tablets (25 
mg per tablet) and Phenergan tablets (25 mg per 
tablet). The two sets of data are nearly identical and 
are consistent with the nominal value (25 mg per 
tablet). The value of promethazine is determined by 
the manufacturer during manufacturing and quality 
control (to improve shelf time, this medicine is 
routinely produced with a 10 % excess of active 
pharmaceutical ingredients). The manufacturer 
employs a time-consuming multi-step extraction 
procedure followed by spectrophotometric analysis 
of the promethazine absorbance peak at 297 nm. 
It really should be obvious that the novel flow 
turbidimetric approach is quicker and does not 

Table 3. The results of the proposed method’s repeatability assay
for determining Promethazine

[Promethazine] (µg ml-1) Detector signal in NTU RSD %

20 230.552 0.52

50 271.225 0.19

Table 4. Assay results for Promethazine determination in real commercial samples
using official and developed methods

PCP VL (mg) t[a] F[a]

Found [b] (n=3)

Developed method Official method

FIA-turbidity UV λmax 297

Material A 25 0.521 0.955 25.022±0.12 25.122±0.32

Material B 25 1.231 1.655 24.9550.024± 25.2441±0.05

PCP: Promethazine Commercial product
VL: Claimed label
Material A: Histazine 25 mg, ® United pharmaceutical, Jordan
Material B: Phenergan 25 mg ® (GLOBAL manufacturer Sanofi United pharmaceutical, UK)
[a] the tabulated values of F and t at P=0.05 (95%) are (2.168) and (2.093) respectively. [33]
[b] mean test % of label claimed ± SD 

Anal. Methods Environ. Chem. J. 5 (2) (2022) 90-104
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Table 5. The recovery results achieved by applying the standard addition method to the developed method

Promethazine Preparations
Promethazine in solution Added Total found Recovery  % [a]

(mg) (mg) (mg) (mg)

Material A 25.022 5 30.225 100.61

Material A 25.022 10 36.233 100.58

Material B 24.955 5 29.995 100.13

Material B 24.955 10 35.245 100.82

[a]Average of three Promethazine determinations 
Material A: Histazine 25 mg, ® United pharmaceutical, Jordan
Material B: Phenergan 25 mg ® (GLOBAL manufacturer Sanofi 
United pharmaceutical, UK)

require any prior extraction processes.
4. Conclusion
Because the manifold system can perform 50 
tests per hour, the design of this flow cell boosts 
its throughput, making it an effective instrument 
for routine analysis of active pharmaceutical 
ingredients. Using the design flow cell can 
increase the speed of measurements, minimize the 
number of chemical tools that must be ordered, 
cleaned and stored, and finally, eliminate the need 
for matched sample cells. The developed method 
for determining promethazine hydrochloride in 
pure form or in pharmaceutical dosage forms 
is straightforward, quick, and accurate. It’s a 
great illustration of the turbidimetric approach’s 
potential and attractiveness for analytical 
applications, either alone or in tandem with FIA 
techniques. The combined approaches (FIA and 
turbidity measurements) help to increase method 
validity by allowing for analysis of the sample in 
a very short time (one minute), which is important 
in increasingly complicated samples. Therefore, 
as a rule, the interfering compounds included 
in this sort of matrix, such as excipients (sugar, 
propylene glycol, dyes, ascorbic) usually do 
not create difficulties. Promethazine analytical 
recoveries varied from 100.13 to 100.81 %. 
At the 95 % confidence level, the levels of 

promethazine estimated by the proposed approach 
and amounts obtained by the official method were 
not considerably different. The proposed approach 
is low-cost, simple, and safe to use, uses little 
sample and reagent, and allows for quantitative 
measurement of the target analyte in both pure 
and dosage forms.  The proposed flow cell is acid-
resistant and does not require special care by the 
analyst. So, the presented technique has better 
sensitivity and the capacity to perform the reaction 
under the high acidity of the reaction medium. The 
apparatus is readily available in any analytical 
laboratory, and the manifold system cell may be 
constructed from affordable components, resulting 
in little reagent usage.
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